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As the above headline joyfully announces, we welcome you
to this, the Premier Issue of The SPECTRUM newspaper.
Our path of coming to life has been quite a bumpy one and
our birthing pains a bit ardous, but here we are—finally!
And get this: close to 1,000 of you responded to our initial
yellow-insert offer to receive this Premier Issue. And then,
including other later requests, we are actually mailing out to
about 4,000 of you!
We also received a quite unexpected flood of wonderfully
warm and humorously indignant notes from many of you
expressing a strong, personal interest in the launching of this
new venture. We are very thankful for and inspired by your
encouraging support, and we intend to do all we can to bring
(Please see Welcome To The Premier Issue, p.32)
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The paper covering the full
spectrum of news and information
to help you to follow the
First Law of The Creation.
The Highest (First) Command of
The Law of The Creation states:
Achieve the wisdom of knowledge
of Truth, as this will enable
you to wisely follow the
Laws of The Creation.
In other words, go forth and gain
as much knowledge
and experience as you can.

TO SUBSCRIBE:
Call 1-877-280-2866 toll free. See page 25 for
Subscription Order Form.
EDITORIAL POLICY:
Opinions of The SPECTRUM contributors are
their own and do not necessarily reflect those of
The SPECTRUM staff or management. The
SPECTRUM will always correct any meaningful
error of fact.
Permission is hereby granted to anyone to
quote The SPECTRUM in whole or in part, so
long as full credit of this source is given,
including contacting address.
PUBLISHING INFORMATION:
We intend to offer, to the best of our ability,
the Truth, however it comes to us, in order to
allow you to make up your own mind and be able
to make informed decisions about things that
impact your daily life. We hope to broaden your
choices and allow you to create for yourself a
better world.
All manuscripts submitted must be either
typewritten and double-spaced, or preferably on
disk. If return is desired, a stamped selfaddressed envelope is required. The SPECTRUM
assumes no responsibility for unsolicited
manuscripts.
The SPECTRUM is published by Wisdom
Books & Press at 9101 West Sahara Ave., Suite
105-158, Las Vegas, NV 89117. Our email
address is: wisdombooks@tminet.com
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Send your old, incorrect address label along
with your new address and ZIP code to The
SPECTRUM 30 days before you move. Send
change to: The SPECTRUM, 9101 West Sahara
Ave., Suite 105-158, Las Vegas, NV 89117.
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The News Desk
5/26/99

DR. AL OVERHOLT

“I CAN DO ANY
GODDAMNED THING I WANT,
I’M PRESIDENT”!
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 4/8/99:
[quoting]
Away from public eye,
Bill Clinton is a violent, profane man
who wants to “kill” his enemies.
by Doug Thompson
Away from the public eye and the vaunted
White House spin machine, President Bill
Clinton is a vulgar, vengeful man who believes
in “killing” people who try to hurt him, those
who know Clinton best say.
White House staffers, Clinton confidants
and others describe Clinton as “incredibly
profane” and “an angry man who wants to
inflict as much pain as possible on his
enemies.”
Former White House senior staff member
George Stephanopoulos in his book, All Too
Human, writes about Clinton’s mishandling of
the Somalia crisis and shows the depth of the
President’s violent emotions:
“‘We’re not inflicting pain on these f—
kers,’ Clinton said, softly at first. ‘When
people kill us, they should be killed in greater
numbers.’ Then, with his face reddening, his
voice rising, and his fist pounding his thigh,
he leaned into Tony [Lake], as if it was his
fault. ‘I believe in killing people who try to
hurt you. And I can’t believe we’re being
pushed around by these two-bit pr—ks.’”
Those who have known Clinton since his
days in Arkansas say the quote is “vintage
Bill”.
“Only an idiot would buy the public
persona of Bill Clinton,” says Walter Erricson,
a retired reporter who covered Clinton in his
early political days in Arkansas. “He is an
incredibly profane individual.
“He is now and always has been an angry
man who wants to inflict as much pain as
possible on his enemies.”
White House staff members say Clinton
curses like a sailor, has temper tantrums that
cause people to back away from him, and uses
the word “kill” often to describe what he
wants to do with his enemies.
“Once, when the House was finishing up its
impeachment investigation, the President
slammed his fist down on the table and said
‘I’d like to kill all of these sons of bitches
and just be done with it!’ There was a long,
painful period of silence until he regained his

composure. Then everybody went on like it
was never said,” says one former White House
staffer.
Samuel Wilson, a former political worker
in Clinton’s second campaign for governor,
remembers the candidate encountering a critic
at a campaign appearance in a small town.
After the critic told Clinton he was nothing
but a “two-bit politician” and then walked
away, Clinton turned to a campaign aide and
said “write down the name of that motherf—
ker. When I’m back in office, he’s a dead
man.”
“I remember his look. It was cold,”
Wilson said. “I don’t want to think he wanted
to kill him literally, but I’m sure some sort
of revenge was inflicted later on.”
In fact, it was fear of what Attorney
General Bill Clinton could do to her business
that kept nursing home operator Juanita
Broaddrick from reporting Clinton’s rape of
her, 21 years ago in a Little Rock hotel room.
“Her fears were justified,” says retired
reporter Erricson.
“Everybody knew Bill Clinton was a man
who got even, any way he could.”
Helen Shannon, who worked in the
Arkansas Statehouse during Clinton’s second
term as governor, said the governor would
personally order state contracts canceled when
he got angry with people.
“The word would come down from the
governor’s office that somebody was off limits
and we would cancel their contracts and put
them on a ‘don’t use’ list. It happened a lot,”
she says.
Shannon, who was dating a member of
Clinton’s staff, says Clinton would order
audits of contracts and tell the Arkansas State
Police to “turn up the heat” on somebody he
didn’t like.
“When Bill Clinton ran Arkansas, it was a
police state,” she says.
White House staff members tell similar
stories. At one meeting, Clinton told staff
members he wanted everyone in the
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr’s office
audited by the IRS.
“Several people in the meeting told the
President he shouldn’t do that,” the staff
member remembers. “He slammed his fist
down on the table and said: I can do any
Goddamned thing I want. I’m President of the
United States. I take care of my friends and I
f—k with my enemies. That’s the way it is.
Anybody who doesn’t like it can take a hike.”
The White House did not return calls for
comment. [End quoting]
What a role model we have for our
children in this vulgar and hot-tempered
juvenile delinquent.
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WHERE THERE’S WAR,
THERE’S AMANPOUR
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 3/22/99: [quoting]
Reputed seer Gordon-Michael Scallion has
predicted:
By about the year 2002, we will be able to
look back and distinguish that 1999 was the
tenuous beginning of World War III. This
world war, says Scallion, will be a European
war and will not spread to the United States.
It will begin with Turkey, Yugoslavia, and Italy
and will be “basically a religious war, an
attempt for global domination”. (“Seer Foresees
Serious Sights,”
Conspiracy Nation News
Service, 1/19/99)
Saturation propaganda was the prelude to
World War I—for example the hysterical “Rape
of the Belgian Nuns” propaganda.
Shill and toady for the pre-World War III
propaganda machine is Christiane Amanpour, of
the extremist news network, CNN.
Amanpour, as documented in an excellent
article by investigative journalist Stella Jatras,
is wed to James Rubin of the U.S. State
Department. (“Odd Alliance at State, CNN?”,
by Stella Jatras, World Net Daily.) Ms.
Amanpour fakes objectivity yet her anti-Serb
drumbeat is one-sided and incessant.
“Where there’s a war there’s Amanpour,”
wrote Stephen Kinzer of the New York Times
Magazine, Oct 9, 1994.
Due to documented CIA (Central
Intelligence Agency) infiltration of mainstream
news (e.g. The CIA and the Media, by Carl
Bernstein, Rolling Stone, 10/20/77), it is NOT
presumptuous to question who Ms. Amanpour
really works for.
Is it far-fetched to believe that Amanpour’s
biased, anti-Yugoslav reportage is a puppet
show, with Amanpour dancing to the tune of the
USA military-industrial complex? CNNS thinks
Amanpour’s role in the “dance macabre” of
Mickey Mouse missiles raining on Yugoslavia
is all part of the show, and that the puffed-up,
pretentious Amanpour is to be one day revealed
as the lowest of the low, a shopping-class
habitue risen to fur-coated falsifier. [End
quoting]
The “elite” always have in place their
puppets who are programmed to do the best job
possible in key slots. And this is especially true
where the media is concerned.
RUSSIA AND CHINA:
A PATTERN OF BELLIGERENCE
WAR PREPARATIONS
CONTINUE IN RUSSIA
Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of
Calvin Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 3/23/99:
[quoting]
All around the globe, a pattern of
belligerence toward the United States and her
allies is emerging: from the Korean peninsula
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down through the Spratly Islands near the
Philippines, enveloping Taiwan, then reappearing
in Central Asia, the Middle East, and the
Balkans.
The rhetoric from Beijing, Moscow,
Belgrade, Pyongyang, and Baghdad suggests
possible coordination.
Forward military
deployments by China, Iraq, Serbia, and Russia,
together with sinister construction projects and
major troop movements, have been noted in
East Asia, the Pacific, and the Middle East.
In the past month, numerous developments
have taken place in Russia that suggest war
preparations.
RUSSIA CREATES UNIFIED COMMAND
OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS
In January, the Russian General Staff
announced that all of the country’s nuclear
forces—Strategic Rocket Forces, submarinebased weaponry, and nukes on their strategic
bombers—would now be placed under one
command.
ANALYSIS: This development was widely
reported in Russia and by the Associated Press.
The AP story indicated bafflement that Russia,
in the middle of economic problems, would be
reorganizing its armed forces, especially the
nuclear forces. But this development fits the
thesis that Russia is, in fact, preparing for war.
In war, the principle of “unity of command”
is considered crucial. By moving to unify
nuclear command, the Russian armed forces can
now better coordinate a nuclear-surprise attack
involving all nuclear service branches, obviating
the friction of interservice rivalry. In a strictly
defensive situation, centralization of the nuclear
forces is unnecessary, even counter productive.
Decentralization is better for defense.
However, this is not true for attack.
Coordinating an effective, disarming first strike
requires a high degree of control and
coordination, which a unified nuclear command
facilitates. This move, coupled with the fact
that Russia has been moving its strategic
warheads onto submarines in the past six
months, should be viewed with alarm.
TOP GENERALS RESIGN FROM
STRATEGIC ROCKET FORCES
In the second half of January, the
commander of Russia’s Strategic Rocket Forces,
Col.-Gen. Vladimir Yakovlev, resigned his post
together with his three chief deputies, allegedly
throwing Russia’s nuclear forces into disarray.
After taking this unprecedented action, Yakovlev
stated that the reason for his resignation was a
personality conflict with Gen. Sokolov, the
commander of Russia’s early-warning service.
ANALYSIS: According to Col. Stanislav
Lunev, ranking defector from the Main
Intelligence Directorate of the Russian General
Staff, Yakovlev’s retirement was planned some
time ago. “They already have civilian jobs
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waiting for them”, Lunev said. “There will be
no disruption of the rocket forces.”
Lunev believes the resignations stem from
the reorganization of Russia’s nuclear forces
under a single chief, but he nonetheless admits
that Yakovlev and his deputies are hard-liners
and careerist. After closer analysis, it is
difficult to argue that they would resign in
protest over a measure they themselves long
advocated, as they were supporters and proteges
of Defense Minister Igor Sergeyev, the man
most responsible for the reorganization of the
nuclear forces.
There are serious inconsistencies here that
must not be passed over. Why did Yakovlev
and his deputies resign? Has a secret nuclear
command center been established?
A
centralized nuclear command would have to
create alternate command posts in several
bunkers, with many capable general officers at
the ready.
Were these resignations made in protest over
the reorganization of Russia’s nuclear forces, or
were they part of the reorganization itself?
RUSSIA’S NORTHERN FLEET
PUT ON ALERT
When President Clinton bombed Iraq in
December, Moscow put its Northern Fleet on
alert. This curious move, which makes no sense
in terms of reacting to a Middle East crisis, and
coming at a supposed time of reduced
superpower tensions, has serious implications
that ought to be explored.
ANALYSIS: Prior to a surprise nuclear
attack on the United States, it is believed the
Russians would attempt to put most of their
nuclear missile submarines to sea. Therefore,
the question that must be asked is whether the
Russians used the alert to deploy their missile
submarine forces. Despite what some analysts
might say, any large-scale deployment to sea is
a red flag.
The Northern Fleet contains the lion’s share
of Russia’s naval strike capability, and any
alerting of that fleet needs to be carefully
scrutinized. In fact, any Russian fleet alert
should be answered by a comparable U.S. fleet
alert. It is alarming in and of itself that the
United States did not respond in kind.
RUSSIANS CONTINUE NUKE TESTING
The Russians have abandoned the agreement
to forego underground nuclear tests. They have
admitted to testing three tactical nuclear
warheads in recent weeks. These are part of a
new generation of tactical nuclear weapons that
the Russian armed forces have developed.
In addition, during the period of the agreed
suspension of underground tests, there have been
suspicious earthquakes in Russia with signatures
characteristic of strategic nuclear tests.
ANALYSIS: Nuclear readiness requires the
occasional testing of nuclear warheads. New,
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more efficient weapons must be tested before
they are deployed to the armed forces. The
United States has not tested its nuclear stockpile
in several years, while the Russians have been
testing their weapons.
The importance of tactical nuclear weapons
to the Russians lies in the fact that these cannot
be kept track of by arms control specialists.
The START agreements require Russia to
destroy the bulk of its strategic nuclear
stockpiles, which cannot be hidden.
But tactical nuclear weapons have a number
of advantages over strategic ones. First and
foremost, they are more efficient in terms of
their use of nuclear fuel. Also, tactical nuclear
weapons can be packed into ICBMs, bombers,
fighter-bombers, or artillery units, making them
the most versatile type of nuclear weapon.
Last, but not least, tactical nuclear weapons
can be delivered as a cluster, which is a more
effective means for destroying large urban areas,
and obviates the terms of the START treaties,
which call for the elimination of multiple
independently targeted re-entry vehicles
(MIRVs). <http://www.newsmax.com/articles/>
[End quoting]
IS TAX RAGE TAKING HOLD?
Excerpted from THE FINANCIAL POST,
Canada, 2/27/99: [quoting]
Hundreds of emails suggest Canadians have
had enough.
Earth to Paul Martin: Atlas is ready to
shrug. While the Liberals government panders
to National Hockey League teams and other
special-interest groups, the backbone of the tax
system—middle-and upper-income working
stiffs—are so angry half of them are fantasizing
about leaving this lovely welfare state.
Emails from across the country, especially
the West, are pouring in by the hundreds.
These bludgeoned taxpayers are “mad as hell
and not going to take it any more”. That
phrase, used in the movie Network, was one of
the most common responses to last Saturday’s
“Bludget Blues” Personal Finance column,
written in the wake of Mr. Martin’s Feb. 16
federal budget. The other common response to
the idea of a tax protest was: “Count me in!”
The rage, frustration and sense of being
trapped are remarkably uniform. British
Columbia doctors, Alberta oil entrepreneurs,
Ontario accountants, Quebec lawyers, Nova
Scotia salespeople, and even—irony of ironies—
civil servants from Ottawa. Self-employed
professionals, financial advisors, accountants,
and tax lawyers are especially enraged over the
proposed income-splitting tax and the
criminalization of aggressive tax advice.
For too many years, Canadians passively
opted to “take it”—“it” being the tax abuse
from our political masters. Our governing
politicians prey on our collective perception that
Canada is the best country in the world in
which to live, seemingly at the price of
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infinitely high taxation. They count on our
apathy and apparent capacity to absorb any
degree of tax slavery. [End quoting]
Why don’t we help our brother slaves by
putting the pressure on the “elite” all over the
U.S. at the same time and get the slave masters
really sweating so they’ll put OUR money back
into OUR pockets and at the same time cut our
taxes by a large amount. We’ve already got
our Canadian brothers leading the way, so
don’t let this opportunity pass us by!
NESTLE SETTLES LAWSUIT OVER
CHOCOLATE TOY
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
3/12/99: [quoting]
Nestle USA Inc., the American subsidiary of
the Swiss chocolatier, has agreed to pay $1.5
million to settle a hazardous product lawsuit.
The Attorneys General from 13 states had
accused the company of marketing an unsafe
product to children. The product in question:
Nestle Magic, a chocolate-covered plastic ball
that contained assorted Disney figurines.
“The whole concept of the toy was to (have
children) put things in their mouth, and we
thought it was an extremely dangerous product,”
Reuters News quoted Massachusetts Assistant
Attorney General Chi Chi Wu. “We got reports
some children gagged on the product, and one
child had actually spit up blood.”
Glendale-based Nestle took the product off
store shelves in September 1997, after about one
month of sales. The company maintains,
however, that the product was safe and did not
pose a choking hazard.
“The settlement is not punitive but to cover
investigation costs,” said Nestle spokeswoman
Laurie MacDonald. “We decided to settle with
the Attorney General because it didn’t make any
sense to drag this on.” [End quoting]
Can you imagine in this day and age that a
big corporation would put out such a stupid
product?
PIGS BEING BLAMED
FOR VIRUS IN MALAYSIA
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thrive in swamps and open drains. [End
quoting]
More “charming” ways to dispose of we
“useless eaters”.
JORDAN OBJECTS TO ISRAELI
DECISION TO LIMIT WATER
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 3/16/99:
[quoting]
The Jordanian prime minister objected
Monday to an Israeli decision to cut water
supplies to the parched desert kingdom and
indicated he would try to persuade Israel to
change its mind. Speaking after a special
Cabinet session on shortages caused by severe
water drought, Prime Minister Abdul Raouf
Rawabdeh said the Israeli move would violate
the two countries’ 1994 peace treaty. “The
water deal is an official agreement signed by
the two sides, and we will insist on its
implementation as it is,” said Rawabdeh. [End
quoting]
Another method of getting a war going in
the Middle East?
PEACH OIL MAY REPLACE PESTICIDE
The extract is called benzaldehyde and
is already used in perfumes.
Excerpted from THE BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIAN, 3/14/99: [quoting]
Government scientists have found that the
harmless natural oil that gives peaches their
perfume also kills fungus and other pests in the
soil and could replace methyl bromide, a widely
used pesticide that is toxic to people and also
damages the planet’s protective ozone layer.
The peachy compound, called benzaldehyde,
is manufactured synthetically. It is already used
commercially in perfumes, flavorings, drugs and
dyes, as are many other similar oils, like those
distilled from lemon and peppermint.
Scientists at the Agricultural Research
Service, along with colleagues in South Africa
and Israel, have been screening these natural
chemicals for several years to see if they can
be substituted for more dangerous man-made
compounds. The essence of peach looks like
an especially promising candidate, said Charles
Wilson, a plant pathologist at the agency’s
Appalachian Fruit Research Station in
Kearneysville, W.Va. [End quoting]
While this discovery is a step toward safer,
less poisonous agriculture, all they have to do
to rid fields of produce from pests is to beam
specific frequencies throughout the fields and
that will kill any pest that it is tuned to destroy.

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
3/20/99: [quoting]
BUKIT PELANDUK, Malaysia—Soldiers
armed with shotguns fanned out across three
villages in southern Malaysia on Saturday to
begin shooting 65,000 pigs, seeking to control
a virus that could have killed as many as 50
people.
At a deserted primary school near the
villages, more than 1,000 soldiers and 300
health officials, drafted a plan to kill every pig
in the area—Southeast Asia’s largest hogDUMBING-DOWN
breeding region—because they might carry the
NURSING SCHOOLS
Japanese cephalitis virus.
The virus, which attacks the brain, causing
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 3/15/99: [quoting]
high fever, vomiting and coma, is transmitted
Buried deep in this year’s $3.5 billion Health
from pigs to humans by Culex mosquitoes that and Education Appropriations Bill is a section
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establishing not only minority quotas for
admittance to nursing schools that receive
federal funding, but also quotas on graduating
them. In other words, not only will schools
have to lower standards for acceptance to meet
quotas on admitting students, but they will also
have to keep them low to graduate them. [End
quoting]
Do you wonder why so many people are
dying needlessly?? This dumbing down of all
facets of higher education (as well as primary
and secondary schools) has been going on for
decades now.

interstate communications subject to federal
jurisdiction. Internet dial-ups have been treated
as local calls.
The FCC has said this decision merely
resolves a dispute among phone companies over
how to compensate each other for Internet
connections and how to clarify the roles of state
and federal regulators. The agency said the
decision will not affect how consumers tap into
the Internet or how much they pay.
But consumer groups and others think the
action inadvertently could lead to higher charges
for Internet access.
“It’s not going to happen,” Kennard said.
He repeated that the FCC has no intention of
making computer users pay long-distance fees
for dial-up access to the Internet, as people now
pay when they make long-distance telephone
calls.
Still, “these rumors get on the Internet that
the big bad FCC is going to impose all this
regulation on the Internet,” Kennard said.
“Now I know this painfully because every
so often when one of these rumors flares up I
get, literally, about 600 email messages a day
by people who are telling me to keep my hands
off the Internet,” he added. [End quoting]
Don’t ever believe these liars—they only
lay-back until we let our guard down and then
they slip a bill through during the middle of
the night or hang it onto another bill—at the
last minute—without any prior announcement.
The Internet poses a dangerous information
threat to those dark “elite” controllers who have
otherwise achieved complete control over print
and broadcast media.

CHAIRMAN: FCC WILL KEEP
HANDS OFF INTERNET
He tried to dispel rumors that the government
is going to regulate the Internet.
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 3/12/99:
[quoting]
The
chairman
of
the
Federal
Communications Commission, bombarded anew
with emails from computer users fearing
government regulation of the Internet, tried
again Thursday to dispel the notion.
“I want to say this as clearly as I can . . .
as long as I’m chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission, this agency will
not regulate the Internet,” Bill Kennard told a
meeting of telecommunications and Internet
analysts.
Kennard was addressing rumors that have
circulated on the Internet for a long time as
well as concerns by some consumer groups.
The FCC last month concluded that a
computer user’s dial-up calls to the Internet are

IRAN’S LEADER TO WEST:
LET’S WORK TOGETHER
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about 200 scholars, diplomats and journalists at
the post-graduate institute in the hills
overlooking Florence was among the most
eagerly anticipated moments of the trip, along
with an audience with Pope John Paul II,
scheduled for today.
But to the dismay of his hosts, Khatami’s
call for dialogue ended up a monologue when,
instead of taking questions, he swiftly left the
hall after the speech, accompanied by Foreign
Minister Lamberto Dini.
Twice during
Khatami’s roughly 30-minute speech, Iranian
dissidents in exile got into the inner courtyard
of the building and shouted “Death to Khatami!”
before being removed by police.
The audience in an ornate hall one floor
above did not hear the shouts.
Security during Khatami’s visit has been
extraordinarily tight. Roads to the institute were
closed Wednesday, cars and bags were searched
and invitations carefully checked. Officials
could not explain how the dissidents got in.
Earlier Wednesday, Khatami’s car was
splattered with eggs in Rome, and several
protesters were arrested. There was also an
awkward overlap Wednesday with a visit by
Salman Rushdie, who recently marked his 10th
year in hiding from a death edict issued by
Iran’s religious hard-liners.
Rushdie was visiting the University of Turin
to accept an honorary degree. [End quoting]
Isn’t it interesting that Rushdie is in hiding
and yet comes out to get an honorary degree.
Does he feel his life is worth so little—or? I
think you can answer that one.
The police couldn’t keep the dissidents out?
He wouldn’t allow any questions? Something
smells fishy!
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From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
3/11/99: [quoting]
FIESOLE, Italy—Iran’s president
issued an invitation Wednesday to the
West: Open a dialogue with the
Islamic world to search for answers
to the problems that beset modern
society.
“Islam and Europe must, by force
of historical and geographic
circumstance, get to know one
another better, and then move on to
improve their political, cultural and
economic relations,” President
Mohammad Khatami said in a lecture
at the European University Institute.
Khatami, a moderate cleric who
has pushed for more political and
social freedom in Iran, is the first
Iranian president to visit a Western
nation since the 1979 Islamic
revolution. His reform efforts face
stiff opposition from the conservative
clerics who control Iran’s parliament,
the security forces and the judiciary.
Khatami’s address Wednesday to

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 3/15/99: [quoting]
A National Security Agency (NSA) official
named Lew Giles has reportedly been going
around to software companies offering them
preferential treatment if they build so called
“back doors” into their encryption products
allowing the NSA to break the codes and read
the information. Companies that agreed would
be allowed to sell their products abroad in spite
of a current ban on the export of advanced
encryption software. [End quoting]
Would you expect anything else from this
gangster government agency?
300 EARTHQUAKES RATTLE
PAIR OF JAPANESE ISLANDS
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 3/15/99:
[quoting]
TOKYO—A string of more than 300
earthquakes hit a pair of Japanese islands south
of Tokyo on Sunday, rattling homes and
toppling gravestones. No injuries or major
damage were reported. The strongest quake on
Niishima and Kozushima, 100 miles south of
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Tokyo, had a preliminary magnitude of 4.7 and
struck early Sunday morning, the Central
Meteorological Agency reported. The quake
was centered 12 miles underground. [End
quoting]
The number of 6.0 magnitude earthquakes
(or above) around the world has increased
dramatically since the new year started. In
conjunction with increased volcanic activity
worldwide, these quakes suggest Mother Earth
is becoming much more geologically active.
Make sure your emergency supplies are in place
and ready for whatever hits next.
SPRAYING TO TREAT INFECTION
From the INTERNET, Earth Changes TV,
<earthcng@earthlink.net>, 3/23/99: [quoting]
Hi Folks,
I find the story below has an eerie
connection to “Contrails”. If true, it could
possibly give us an explanation of the “why”
our government would be spraying populations.
Could it be for the purposes of inoculation
against biological terrorism. Take careful note
to the symptoms described below.
Mitch Battros
Producer—Earth Changes TV
Spraying may help
treat cystic fibrosis. —3/22/99
LONDON (AP)—An aerosol spray
containing a healthy gene could help alleviate
one of the dangerous abnormalities that appears
in cystic fibrosis, a study says. The rare
inherited disease is caused by a flaw in a gene
that makes a protein that controls the transport
of chloride ions—electrically charged atoms—
across cell membranes. If the gene is faulty,
it inhibits the movement of chloride. This
causes thick mucus to form in the bronchial
tubes, clogging airways and causing lung
infections. In Friday’s issue of The Lancet, a
British medical journal, a team led by Dr. Eric
Alton described how it administered the
gene—known
as
Cystic
Fibrosis
Transmembrane Conductance Regulator—
combined with a natural fat in an aerosol
spray. [End quoting]
I find this pure propaganda. Only the
government on direction from its “elite”
controllers could be involved with something so
massive as the aerial sprayings (now known as
chemtrails-contrails) and we know
they have a massive depopulation
plan that they are putting into
effect. We also know that the
government does not do something
of this magnitude to truly help
mankind unless we force them to,
and then they certainly wouldn’t
keep it secret from us, but would
highly advertise the fact for
propaganda purposes to make us
think they are voluntarily doing us
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a big service. DON’T BE FOOLED BY THEIR
PROPAGANDA!
This is the second article I’ve seen about
how this spraying is for our good—the other
suggested it was an anthrax vaccine. They are
trying their best to counteract the many articles
and radio programs that are alerting us to their
dastardly deeds visible in the sky as contrail
sprayings.
MIRANDA RIGHTS THROWN OUT!
I read that the Miranda Rights law was
thrown out by the Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit. This is the law that says that
law enforcement agents must warn suspects of
their rights to remain silent, to have an attorney
present, and to stop police questioning. I hope
all readers comprehend what the results of this
will be— “it ain’t good”!! This calls for many
phone calls, faxes, letters, emails, etc., to your
political representatives. We’ve stopped such
erosions of basic legal rights before and we can
do it again!
SINS OF
EU COMMISSION
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 3/16/99:
[quoting]
The resignation of the European Union
Commission is a huge drama. It also opens up
a huge opportunity.
Of course, the petty patriots of the antiEuropean movement sense that their hour has
come. A torrent of twaddle is being talked
about corruption, about rampant bureaucracy,
and about the vast and sinister powers of
unaccountable officials.
That approach is not just ill-informed. It
is ignorant. It is based on the premise that the
Commission is the power-house of the EU.
That is patent rubbish.
The Commission has 14,000 staff. That
makes it smaller than many British local
authorities. It has two key functions. One is
to run the day-to-day business of the Union.
The other is to formulate common policies.
[End quoting]
This resignation suggests there are some
very big sins to be hidden and buried by the
maneuver. Stay tuned for more clues about the
real reasons for this action.
FARRAKHAN’S DOCTOR

SAYS LEADER OK
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
3/20/99: [quoting]
Louis Farrakhan’s doctors scornfully denied
Friday that the Nation of Islam leader is gravely
ill but said he is suffering the side effects of
cancer treatment, flu and fatigue and will take
four months off to recover.
“This should serve notice to all of the
vultures who are hovering over what they expect
to be a dead carcass that you can go home,”
Dr. Abdul Alim Muhammad said at a news
conference at Farrakhan’s South Side restaurant,
Salaam.
“There is no death vigil. There is no death
watch. The minister’s life is not in imminent
danger from any medical cause.”
Farrakhan, 65, was not at the news
conference. Nation of Islam officials said only
that he is not in the hospital. [End quoting]
Heaven only knows what all the dark socalled “elite” have been bombarding Farrakhan
with in order to try to bring him down.
However, despite their media hype to the
contrary, Farrakhan’s Light continues to shine.
Keep him in your prayers.
CLINTON SEEKS $10 MILLION
TO SPY ON CITIZENS

Excerpted from MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS,
MAR. 1998: [quoting]
As part of his record-setting $1.76 trillion
budget request, President Bill Clinton is seeking
$10 million to hire federal undercover
investigators to spy on the racial attitudes of
Americans, and for federal researchers to
invent new ways to define and measure racial
discrimination [emphasis mine].
Federal agencies are already considering the
use of undercover agents to root out “racism”
in employment and housing by private
companies and individuals. Under the plan,
teams of Whites and Minorities will fan out
across the country pretending to seek jobs and
housing. They will record the reactions of the
surveillance targets—such as landlords and
employers—comparing their responses to the
White investigators against the responses to the
Minority investigators. Federal agents will then
prosecute persons who fail to endorse
multiculturalism, diversity, or meet racial
preference quotas.
Clinton also wants the
money to be used by datagathering agencies such as
the Department of Justice
and the Department of
Labor so they can compile
statistical analyses that
show
“discriminatory
behavior”
among
Americans. The purpose
is to show that racial
—Hudson Taylor discrimination
is

I used to ask God to help me.
Then I asked if I might help Him.
I ended up by asking God to do
His work through me.
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widespread and requires continuing federal
monitoring, intervention and expenditures.
Some conservative Republican leaders
endorse the idea. Ward Connerly, the neoconservative who launched the campaign for
California’s wildly popular Proposition 209 to
outlaw state racial preferences, says
discrimination by Whites against Blacks is so
widespread the federal government needs to take
action.
“A lot of my allies don’t like this, but I
support testing,” said Connerly. Supporters of
the plan call it “testing” to soften the negative
connotations associated with a government
policy that uses the taxpayers’ own money to
snoop on them. [End quoting]
This is yet another gestapo-squad tactic of
going around the country gathering data to see
who is conforming to the “homogenization”
plan of the New World Order and who is not.
PREVENTING AND HEALING
GLAUCOMA
Excerpted from Save Your Sight, by Marc
R. Rose, M.D. and Michael R. Rose, M.D./99:
[quoting]
You may think that MSG, a compound very
high in glutamate, is found only in Chinese
restaurant food, but it is everywhere these days.
It is nearly always found in foods served in
restaurants and is used in thousands of packaged
foods, including most so-called health foods.
Packaged foods designed for children tend to be
especially high in MSG. At least twenty
different names are used on food labels to
disguise MSG. (See below “The Many
Disguises of MSG”.) Ask the server at your
favorite restaurants to have the chef omit the
MSG from your meal. Aspartame, commonly
known as NutraSweet, is not a well-understood
substance and has been linked to loss of
memory and headaches. I’d advise you to avoid
it if at all possible.
THE MANY DISGUISES OF MSG
The packaged food industry has gotten very
clever about disguising the presence of MSG in
its food.
Read labels carefully.
Additives That Always Contain MSG
(Monosodium Glutamate):
Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein,
Hydrolyzed Protein, Hydrolyzed
Plant Protein, Plant Protein
Extract, Sodium Caseinate,
Calcium Caseinate, Yeast Extract,
Textured Protein, Autolyzed Yeast,
Hydrolyzed Oat Flour
Additives That Frequently
Contain MSG:
Malt Extract, Malt Flavoring,
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Bouillon, Broth Stock, Flavoring, Natural to those who have an understanding of the New
Flavoring, Natural Beef or Chicken Flavoring, World Order agenda to disrupt families,
communities and their sense of purpose and
Seasoning, Spices
goals.
Additives That May Contain MSG or
YOUR TAX DOLLARS
Excitotoxins:
AT WORK
Carrageenan, Enzymes, Soy Protein
Concentrate, Soy Protein Isolate, Whey Protein
From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, MAR.
Isolate
1999: [quoting]
From Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills, by
Clinton Priorities
Russell L. Blaylock, M.D., (1997), Health Press,
Santa Fe, N.M. [End quoting]
According to Bill Clinton (always a
Try as we may to avoid MSG, the crooks questionable source), “Since I’ve become
in high places know its value as a slow, president, we’re spending ten times as much per
impairing poison, and thus have created a fatality on people with AIDS as people with
number of disguises to insure we injest enough breast cancer or prostate cancer.”
to advance their goals for our “health”.
Thanks, Sucker!
NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF IMMIGRATION
ON THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
To combat a heat wave, poor people in
COMMUNITY
Hillsborough County, FL, got free air
conditioners last summer, paid for with a
From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, MAR. federal grant of $453,000. After the weather
1998: [quoting]
cooled off, many of those air conditioners were
In a recent article in the San Francisco discovered in local pawnshops.
Examiner, Terry Anderson, a Black American
immigration control activist, drew attention to
Gore Tax Hike
the negative effects of immigration on the
African American community. “What I say,” The federal internet tax on telephones, never
said Anderson, “comes from my experience in authorized by Congress, but imposed by the
my community, South Central Los Angeles. Clinton-Gore Administration, has risen from $5
This place feels increasingly less like my home to $6.07 a month for a second residential phone
and country; it is turning into the Third World line. The monthly toll for a single line remains
before my eyes.... Here we talk about ‘Black $3.50.
flight’. People are leaving neighborhoods where
they have lived for years because they don’t
More Money To Waste
feel they belong anymore.”
Anderson noted that immigration has
Just weeks after its Inspector General said
depressed wages in South Central and reduced the department loses $1 million a day by failing
opportunities for native-born residents. He also to dispose of empty properties it owns, the
stated that widespread instruction in Spanish in Department of Housing and Urban Development
local schools made it difficult for Black pupils asked for a 22 percent funding increase—to
to get a good education.
$33.8 billion.
“Our Black leaders,” Anderson added, “are
no help. They don’t want to hear our troubles
Quotable
because they are liberals and think of
immigration as a good thing, period. Black
“Another cause of revolution is differences
people are being pushed aside and nobody is of races which do not at once acquire a
listening.” Did any thinking person think it common spirit; for a state is not the growth of
would be different? [End quoting]
a day, any more than it grows out of a
This state of affairs should be no surprise
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multitude brought together by accident. Hence dissatisfied with the sound quality and 20
the reception of strangers in colonies has percent are so unhappy they return them.
Sonic Innovations of Salt Lake City, Utah
generally caused revolution [emphasis mine].”
— Aristotle, from Politics. 1-801-288-0993, says that its Natura digital
hearing aid solves the problem by using sound
processing that faithfully imitates the action of
The Future Of The Judiciary
a healthy inner ear.
For baby boomers who listened to too much
Today, 40 percent of all federal district and
appellate judges are Clinton appointees. “If he rock music the technology comes just in time.
serves out his second term, Mr. Clinton may [End quoting]
There has been much advancement in
well appoint more than half of all federal
judges in active service,” says Thomas L. electronic miniaturization which allows for more
Jipping of the Judicial Selection Monitoring sophisticated, realistic sound processing now
Project of the conservative Free Congress that used to take a whole roomful of equipment
Foundation. “Those judges will serve for an just 10 years ago. Let us hope this technology
average of 15-20 years, leaving Mr. Clinton’s is being put to good use here, as it is claimed
imprint on the nation long after he is out of to be.
office.” Jipping says that means the left-wing
COLLEGES HIKE TUITION AS
direction of the federal judiciary will
PORTFOLIOS SOAR
accelerate. (All the judges Clinton appointed
since January 1995 were approved by the
From U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT,
GOP-controlled Senate.)
3/22/99: [quoting]
Tuition at many leading private colleges will
Higher Standards
again exceed the inflation rate next year, rising
The Drug Enforcement Agency demands by up to 5.4 percent, according to a check of
Brown University in
higher standards from its agents than the Senate published rates.
expects from the president. “Evasive or craftily Providence, R.I., for instance, will charge
worded phrases, testimony or documents $24,624, up 4.3 percent. Schools say they are
designed to omit or distort key facts burdened by increasing salaries in what is a
are...unacceptable,” says a DEA directive to labor-intensive business and the costs of making
personnel. “Providing false documents or campuses high tech, but many schools’
making false statements in any matter is endowments are soaring thanks to the highflying stock market. Public colleges are still
completely unacceptable....”
“You can’t imagine how hard and how long working with legislatures to set next year’s fees,
we agents laughed when we read some of the but many fear that high prices will spark a
standards of conduct which we lowly federal backlash. Elected officials are responding with
employees must maintain,” one DEA worker more funds and demands to control costs. [End
quoting]
commented. [End quoting]
Keep in mind that each time tuition is
raised, the profile of the students who can attend
HEARING NATURAL VOICES
fall more and more into two categories: many
From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, who are wealthy of background, and a few who
are poor and on scholarship. The well-rounded
Mar. 1999: [quoting]
Half the people who try hearing aids are student body concept falls by the wayside as the
school turns into a “country
club” for rich kids who are
waited upon by the
scholarship (poor) kids who
need campus jobs to make
ends meet.

Contributing author:
Calvin Burgin
404 Gate Tree Lane
Austin, TX 78745
512-442-9129 evenings
512-454-3003 day
512-4542-4770 FAX
email: wrldline@texas.net

MANY EARTHQUAKES
OVER 6.0 SINCE JAN.
1999
(4 in only 8 days)
From THE NATIONAL
E A R T H Q U A K E
INFORMATION SERVICE
OF THE USGS, 5/99:
[quoting]
This information is
preliminary and subject to
correction
[usually
corrected to less severity
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by the “elite” controllers.]
(PDT Mon May 10 13:33:02 1999)
Magnitude 7.1 earthquake near NEW
BRITAIN REGION, P.N.G. [New Guiniea]
(PDT Wed May 12 10:59:21 1999)
Magnitude
6.2
earthquake
near
HOKKAIDO, JAPAN REGION (PDT Sat
May 15 17:51:15 1999)
Magnitude 7.0 earthquake near NEW
BRITAIN
(PDT Sun May 16 08:25:53 1999)
Magnitude 6.2 earthquake near IRIAN
JAYA, INDONESIA
(PDT Mon May 17 03:07:59 1999)
Magnitude 6.9 earthquake near NEW
BRITAIN REGION, P.N.G.
[End quoting]
Better be prepared—Mother Earth is
shaking off the parasites as she prepares for a
complete cleansing.
USE OF TERM: NEW WORLD ORDER
TO BE CHANGED TO
ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT
BY THE “ELITE”
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 5/21/99: [quoting]
Gaylon Ross Sr. is the author to the
revealing book Who’s Who Of The Elite, in
which he writes down the names of every
person involved in the New World Order that
he knows of. It is very educational reading and
highly recommended.
Now he is sticking his neck out once more.
He urgently tells us that the slogan “New
World Order” is no longer used by the “elite”,
because they felt the public is “on to them”.
Instead they have decided to use the word
“global”. So if you hear expressions like
“global architecture”, “global economy”, “global
interests”, “global movement”, etc., you know
that they are still talking about their secret
agendas of a One World Government.
He also says that now, as we have the
EUROPEAN UNION, the next step will be to
change the names of North, Central and South
America, plus the Caribbean Islands to the new
name—AMERICAN UNION—before the year
2005. Then they will change the Asian Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) to its new
name—ASIAN UNION, by around 2010.
During this time the former SOVIET UNION
will be reorganized, not into a Communistic
state this time, and be in total control of the
“elite”.
Then, at about the year 2015, all those
unions will unite and be called the GLOBAL
UNION (if the name will not be changed by
then). By this time there is no longer anything
called national sovereignty, and we all will be
under strict “elite” control. Remaining is two
classes of people—the “elite” and the rest of
us, their slaves.
Gaylon Ross also states all this can be
verified by reading the United Nation’s
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losing their grip on my vocabulary. If it’s
worth seeing or hearing or doing, I want to see
and hear and do—and now.
I’m not sure what my sister would have
done had she known that she wouldn’t be here
for the tomorrow we all take for granted. I
think she would have called family members
and a few close friends. She might have called
former friends to apologize and mend fences for
past squabbles. I like to think she would have
gone out for a Chinese dinner, her favorite food.
THE RETURN
I’m guessing—I’ll never know.
OF INFLATION
It’s those little things left undone that would
make me angry if I knew that my hours were
Excerpted from THE NICK GUARINO
limited. Angry because I put off seeing good
Newsletter, 5/15/99: [quoting]
friends whom I was going to get in touch
Inflation is back in a big way. Energy
with—someday. Angry because I hadn’t written
prices increased the most since the Arab oil
certain letters that I intended to write—one of
embargo.
these days. Angry and sorry that I didn’t tell
Japanese and Chinese companies are losing
my husband and daughter often enough how
hundreds of billions of dollars to subsidize
much I truly love them.
their exports. This is feeding the U.S.
I’m trying very hard not to put off, hold
consumer boom. The rest of the world is in
back, or save anything that would add laughter
a depression, the U.S. consumer was the only
and luster to our lives.
game in town. Though foreigners are losing
And every morning when I open my eyes,
money, they sell to get cash flow.
I tell myself that it is special.
These dirt-cheap foreign imports have held
Every day, every minute, every breath truly
inflation lower than it otherwise would be.
is a gift from God.
Wages—when you count total real
If you’ve received this it is because
compensation—are rising heavily. The stock
someone cares for you and it means there is
market is an inflated index. Massive stock
probably at least someone for whom you care.
market inflation has brought on the biggest
If you’re too busy to take the few minutes that
market bubble ever.
it would take right now to forward this to ten
We are at the end of a cycle. The Fed has
people, would it be the first time you didn’t do
a bias to tightening, i.e., raising interest rates.
that little thing that would make a difference
30-year bond yields were supposedly on their
in your relationships? I can tell you it certainly
way to 4%. Now they are just a hair under
won’t be the last. I don’t have to make up
6%. Nearly a two percent swing. Why?
silly stories about people being hit by buses or
Interest rates are going higher because inflation
crushed by falling disco balls for not sending
is going higher.
this letter on.
We are going to have a deflationary
You’ve seen the result of this neglect in
depression. But the road is not a straight
your own relationships that you have allowed
downward dive to the valley below. There
to fade, dissolve, and fall into disrepair.
will be bumps in the road. The bump in the
Take this opportunity to set a
road now is that inflation has picked up.
new
trend. Take a few minutes
The April CPI numbers prove it.
to send this to a few people you
The Fed is going to raise interest
NEWS AND ARTICLES
care about, just to let them now
rates. It will quickly beat the inflation
that you’re thinking of them.
out. But in the meantime, the bubble
It’s even better if they’re not
stock market is going to be pierced.
News articles and clippings etc., the people you already correspond
[End quoting]
with every week. The more
Better take heed.
can be submitted to:
people that you send this to, the
better you’ll get at reaching out
A STORY
to those you care about.
TO LIVE BY
Dr. Al Overholt
“You’ve got to dance like
nobody’s
watching, and love like
Submitted by a reader of my column,
P.O. Box 1567
it’s never going to hurt.”
2/99 (Los Angeles Times): [quoting]
Tehachapi, Ca 93581
“People say true friends must
My brother-in-law opened the bottom
always hold hands, but true
drawer of my sister’s bureau and lifted
email: alo@tminet.com
friends don’t need to hold hands
out a tissue-wrapped package. “This,” he
because they know the other hand
said, “is not a slip. This is lingerie.”
always be there.”
—
He discarded the tissue and handed me
As always, I appreciate all the will
unknown author [End quoting]
the slip. It was exquisite; silk, handmade
What a beautiful message
and trimmed with a cobweb of lace. The contributions you ones make to this
to remember as well as to
price tag with an astronomical figure on
share.
it was still attached. “Jan bought this the column.
document called “Our Global Neighborhood, a
Report of the Commission on Global
Governance”, published in 1995, by Oxford
University Press (this book is available through
your local bookstore). [End quoting]
The good news is that their timetable
seems to be slipping well past the year 2000.
The bad news is that they’re still up to their
old, name-changing-and-consolidation tricks.

first time we went to New York, at least 8 or
9 years ago. She never wore it. She was
saving it for a special occasion. Well, I guess
this is the occasion.” He took the slip from
me and put it on the bed with the other clothes
we were taking to the mortician. His hands
lingered on the soft material for a moment, then
he slammed the drawer shut and turned to me.
“Don’t ever save anything for a special
occasion. Every day you’re alive is a special
occasion.”
I remembered those words through the
funeral and the days that followed, when I
helped him and my niece attend to all the sad
chores that follow an unexpected death. I
thought about them on the plane returning to
California from the Midwestern town where my
sister’s family lives. I thought about all the
things that she hadn’t seen or heard or done.
I thought about the things that she had done
without realizing that they were special.
I’m still thinking about his words, and
they’ve changed my life. I’m reading more and
dusting less. I’m sitting on the desk and
admiring the view without fussing about the
weeds in the garden. I’m spending more time
with my family and friends and less time in
committee meetings. Whenever possible, life
should be a pattern of experiences to savor, not
endure. I’m trying to recognize these moments
now and cherish them.
I’m not “saving” anything; we use our good
china and crystal for every special event—such
as losing a pound, getting the sink unstopped,
the first camellia blossom.
I wear my good blazer to the market if I
feel like it. My theory is, if I look prosperous,
I can shell out $28.49 for one small bag of
groceries without wincing. I’m not saving my
good perfume for special parties; clerks in
hardware stores and tellers in banks have noses
that function as well as my party-going friends.
“Someday” and “one of these days” are
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Hatonn: Learning To Act In
Oneness With All Of Creation
5/15/99

HATONN

(every being, everywhere, physical or nonphysical) grow. We all exist as a result of the
primary desire of The Creation. (Again, the
word Creation may give some of you ones a
bit of difficulty. The Creation is what many
on your world would refer to as God. I will
say here that The Creation encompasses your
concept of God, and goes beyond. God acts

When you seek to cause another pain or
frustration, you may very well succeed in
Good morning, my friend. It is I,
hurting your target. But, you will surely feel
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come in and of
the repercussion of the energy wave as it
the Light of Creator Source, a being whom
comes back to you—amplified and completely
you ones have come to know as Aton—The
focused on YOU! Wise and learned travelers
One Light.
along the physical journey will see that it is
The label Aton means “The One Light”.
much more productive to ask for forgiveness
The label was chosen for many
and send forth love to those who
reasons and has significance to many
come against them—for the love will
of you who are returned at this time of
go out in like manner and come back
Follow
the
First
Law
of
The
Creation
planetary transition. Many will take
amplified in the same manner.
and you will do just f ine. The Highest
exception with this label for God, and
Many of you ones are always
will reject this and prior information
(First) Command of The Law of The seeking to justify your anger and
on this sole basis. The label is one of
frustrations. This whole need to
Creation
states:
“Achieve
the
wisdom
of
a symbolic nature, for NO one label
“justify” is a byproduct of guilt.
can encompass the entirety of Creator
knowledge (of Truth) inasmuch as this Guilt comes from doing or thinking
Source. The label is for you there in
something that you know in your
will
enable
you
to
wisely
follow
the
Laws
the physical density so that we can
heart is against who you are as a
of The Creation.” In other words, go being. Each souled being has a
articulate Higher-dimensional concepts
and ideas in the written language.
forth and gain as much knowledge and sense of Right and Wrong. When
There will always be limitations
you deliberately do or think
experience
as
you
can.
associated with putting advanced
something that you know to be
spiritual concepts into a written
“wrong” (that which is in opposition
language. This is why we of the
to your Higher Purpose and
Lighted Realms will ask that you go within in Oneness and complete harmony with The counterproductive to your growth), you will
and always QUESTION EVERYTHING Creation, and for the practical part of immediately feel guilt. This will quickly start
FOR YOURSELF! Your own personal conceptual understanding in the third- the justification process so that you can find
understanding and personal growth is why dimensional compression, they will seem to be others who will agree with you, and then you
you have chosen to come forth and one in the same. We are all connected, one to will find a little comfort in knowing that these
another, being to being, entity to entity, others will not somehow judge you as being
experience at this time.
Do you follow others because you feel through Creator Source.
bad. The problem with this cycle is that the
It is the desire of Creator which manifests guilt NEVER goes away until the one holding
they have a better or stronger connection
within to Higher Guidance than do you? If His will. This desire is a part of Him. You, the guilt can see the error for what it is, and
so, then do you see that you are avoiding me, and everyone else exist as long as His realize that their thinking is wrong and that
your personal responsibility for your growth— desire remains. We are all born within the there is a better way.
and you will most assuredly repeat these infinite “mind” of Creator Source, and we are
Until this point of true understanding, the
lessons again and again, until you decide to all connected through this same non-physical guilt just festers and grows. It is amplified
go within and make your own PERSONAL Energy which manifests the desire.
and returned to you, over and over, again and
The point here is NOT to confuse, but to again. When considering your next course of
connection?
Follow the First Law of The Creation and show how it can be stated: “When you do action, think to yourself: do I explain my
you will do just fine. The Highest (First) unto the least of mine, you do unto me.” reasons for taking a particular action, or do I
Command of The Law of The Creation states: These words are very important and should explain my justifications for taking a particular
“Achieve the wisdom of knowledge (of Truth) cause each of you to reflect upon your actions action?
inasmuch as this will enable you to wisely and thoughts. When you seek to hurt another
When asked, “Why did you do that?” do
follow the Laws of The Creation.” In other so that you can feel “good”, you will only you say: “because they are bad and deserve to
words, go forth and gain as much knowledge succeed in hurting yourself, for your present be punished” (a justification), or do you say:
learning environment, there in that third- “because I can see at least five ways in which
and experience as you can.
Why do you ones think that this would be dimensional schoolroom, is set-up and this will help me and others to grow in
designed to mirror your thoughts and reflect understanding”—and then list the five or so
the FIRST law?
Because, inasmuch as one grows, ALL them back to you, amplified many times over. reasons?
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No souled beings will feel good justifying astral entities to more easily attach themselves performing its function perfectly.
to the world why they deserve something that to the host being. These parasitic entities will
When the pressure gets to the point that
does not belong to them. However, the ego assist the host with justifying the need to have, you can no longer ignore it, you then have to
of man is such that it will effort to protect say, a drink so that one can “relax” after a do something about it. Some will run for the
itself at all costs. It will lie to
bottle and justify doing so by saying
protect that which it equates to
that it’s the only way they can relax,
security. Usually, in your society,
There will always be limitations associated or get to sleep, or whatever. This
money is equated to security. This
ends up in a very vicious cycle and
with
putting
advanced
spiritual
concepts
into
is at best a false security, and can
usually will continue until the one
easily be stripped away from those
a written language. This is why we of the operating in this mode hits “rock
who covet and worship it as if it
bottom being alone,
Lighted Realms will ask that you go within bottom”—rock
were the answer to all their
without a job or money to support
prayers. God will show these ones
and always QUESTION EVERYTHING FOR the habit, and in a condition where
the illusion that they have bought
YOURSELF!
Your
own
personal change must occur. It is at this
into—and that they can, indeed,
point when ones will finally realize
understanding
and
personal
growth
is
why
survive without any money at all.
that all they need to do is let go of
Dear ones, the answers to your
you have chosen to come forth and experience that which is justifying the addiction
prayers come from within. The
in the first place, and in doing so a
at this time.
physical world will be used to
better answer will become clear.
distract you, every time, into
These ones who go through this
thinking that your answers lie
type of cycle are often afraid of
hidden, out there somewhere. NO! The true “stressful” day. Thus a downward spiral public humiliation. The ones who drink too
answers to the questions you have are within, begins.
much, and are in a state of denial about it,
and you need only to still yourself and go
This condition usually goes unnoticed until will often find themselves being arrested for
within and connect with Creator God—The the host is confronted, usually by a loved one drunk driving or spousal abuse or such. This
One who created you!
who is concerned for the well being of the is often their own Higher Self working with
Ask for that which is of the greatest good host. Then there is a confrontation. The lowthem so as to
when you pray. Though this is general, it is level astral entities do not
point out that, yes
quite powerful, for you ask without limiting like to have their “meal
they are
When you get centered within indeed,
the nature of the response. Your Guides have ticket” taken away from
off course and off
an added advantage of seeing further down the them, so they begin to and find peace, you are allowing purpose.
The
road and not being restricted by the exert their low-level your frequency to raise, and public humiliation
compressive nature of the physical dimension. influence over the host
is often what it
They know what will bring forth happiness entity in a more deliberate thus it becomes easier to takes for these
and fulfillment into your life. However, if manner. The result is connect within to your Guides ones
to
see
you seek advice on how to hurt another, or to usually
a
physical
themselves
as
and Higher Source.
“get even”, you will only succeed in confrontation, with the
others see them.
disconnecting from Higher Source and opening daring loved one becoming
Allow for the
a door for the adversary to walk in and take the focus of abuse, or there results a family recent unfolding events to play out. The
over.
torn apart.
“housecleaning” has just started and many are
We of the Hosts of God have cautioned
You ones do not need to use alcohol, pain faced with making very personal choices.
you ones, time and time again, to always seek killers, marijuana, cocaine, LSD, magic Each must choose for themselves what they
first inner balance and peace prior to taking mushrooms, or any other legal or illegal drug. will do, believe, and think. There are no
any action or making any major life-altering For the most part, these will only serve to wrong choices. You will naturally choose that
decision. Why do you think we would disconnect you from Source and distract you which will garner you the greatest growth
repetitively say these things? It is because we into NOT fulfilling your purpose. Let go of opportunity. You cannot get it wrong. Those
see you ones constantly slipping into habits of the vices and deal with the “pressures”, for the who are truly serving The Light will not judge
reactionary behavior, brought on by past pains pressures are why you are there. You are you, or harass or coerce you. A loving friend
and fears, that will throw you into a yelling never given more than you can handle and may very well try to “help” you to see a
match when a quiet and calm discussion you will be given to see a better way. The situation from their perspective, but will never
would be quite a bit more productive and better way will always require you to have condemn you for exercising your free-will
fulfilling. When you get centered within your wits about you, and will always have choice to walk your own path.
and find peace, you are allowing your Creator God as part of the solution.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come
frequency to raise, and thus it becomes
The perceived pressures come about due to with the Hosts of God to see you ones
easier to connect within to your Guides and going against your life purpose. If you choose through this time of planetary transition. I
Higher Source.
to go after fame and fortune, rather than to come freely, in Service to the Lighted Will of
Some escape the pressures of life and help prepare for the transition of a planet into Creator Source. I am a Teacher, a Guide to
responsibility by taking and using drugs. a new birthing, as you had originally intended many, and a Brother Lightworker whose
Drugs (this includes alcohol) tend to shift your to do, then you will find that the internal mission is to awaken those of you who are
focus away from the past pains and hurts, and pressures are indeed building.
However, Ground Crew so that the proper preparations
allow you to experience a more euphoric state don’t worry, because if you do ignore these in the physical can be made and a remnant
of consciousness. Where the problem comes internal signals (nudges), they will get bigger thus survive the Great Planetary Transition that
in is that ones in their drug-induced state often and bigger until you can no longer just ignore is now taking place.
also drop their Light shielding along with the “pressure”. This is the “bio-feedback”
I leave you now with my blessing and in
everything else. This will allow for low-level mechanism of the conscience working and Light. Salu!
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Genocide With A Capital “G”
An Interview With Dr. Len Horowitz
Part I: Recent Developments
5/10/99

RICK MARTIN

You long-time readers will remember Dr.
Len Horowitz from previous interviews, as
well as from his well researched and hardhitting book titled Emerging Viruses: AIDS &
Ebola—Nature, Accident or Intentional? which
is “dedicated to the seekers of truth and to
those who, regardless of risk, labor tirelessly
to tell it.”
Dr. Horowitz’s current writing and research
is equally potent and thought-provoking. I
have agreed not to enter into discussions
about Dr. Horowitz’s new project until our
next interview, which will happen in the near
future. Until then, we’ll concentrate on his
recent efforts at exposing the truth concerning
many potentially personally impacting
subjects.
Dr. Horowitz’s opening quote in Emerging
Viruses is:
“To do evil a human being must first of
all believe that what he’s doing is good....
“Ideology—that is what gives devildoing
its long-sought justif ication and gives the
evildoer the necessary steadfastness and
determination. That is the social theory which
helps to make his acts seem good instead of
bad in his own and others’ eyes, so that he
won’t hear reproaches and curses but will
receive praise and honors.”—Russian dissident
Alexander Solzhenitsyn
For those readers with computer Internet
access, Dr. Horowitz has a website at
www.tetrahedron.org.
You may
communicate directly with Dr. Horowitz by
writing to: Tetrahedron, Inc., P. O. Box 2033,
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 or you may order his
books by calling 1-888-508-4787. Some of
his other titles include: Deadly Innocence;
Deadly Exposures; Dentistry In The Age Of
AIDS; and AIDS Fear And Infection Control.
Tetrahedron is an organization whose
mission is “to provide people with
opportunities to experience health in body,
mind, emotions, and spirit. To aid and help
people educate others to create harmonious
social relationships within safe and supportive
environments and thereby help develop a

world that functions more for the benefit of
all humanity.” Now that’s pretty hard to argue
with, if you ask me.
Several months ago (March 19), Tetrahedron
issued a press release titled: Associated Press
Distorts Origin of AIDS and Cancer Epidemics
Linked to Vaccines. Here is the release in total.
[Quoting:]

Sandpoint, ID—Two recent Associated Press
(AP) news reports, one concerning the origin of
AIDS from chimpanzees, and the other
discussing the cancer risk posed by monkey
virus-contaminated polio vaccines have been
challenged as disinformative by a leading expert.
According to Dr. Leonard Horowitz, the origin
of AIDS report published in the journal Nature

Emerging Viruses - AIDS & Ebola
$29.95 (+S&H)
Take a look at Tetrahedron’s best selling book: Emerging Viruses; AIDS & Ebola; Nature,
Accident, or Intentional? This highly acclaimed and controversial book—written by Dr. Leonard
Horowitz, DMD, MA, MPH—challenges what most people believe is gospel about AIDS and
emerging viruses. Tetrahedron will broaden your social, political, and scientific perspectives.
This is the first in-depth exploration into the origins of HIV and Ebola. Claims that these
“emerging viruses” naturally evolved and then jumped species from ape to man seem grossly
unfounded in light of the compelling evidence assembled in this extraordinary text. Alternatively, the
possibility that these bizarre germs were laboratory creations, accidentally or intentionally transmitted
via tainted hepatitis and smallpox vaccines in the U.S. and Africa - as numerous authorities have
alleged - is investigated herein. This book reviews the numerous viral vaccine studies conducted
simultaneously in New York City and Central West Africa by a narrow network of virologists
working for major military-medical contractors under the auspices of the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) and the World Health Organization (WHO). Included is Dr. Robert Gallo, the notorious
discoverer of the AIDS virus. The text presents bizarre and horrifying facts about the biological
weapons race of the 1960s and early 1970s when these researchers developed countless immune
system ravaging viruses, and experimented with an assortment of antidote vaccines allegedly for
“defense” and cancer prevention.
The iatrogenic and genocidal theories of AIDS are meticulously explored within the social and
political context of this stormy period of American military science. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) activities and foreign policy initiatives in Central Africa in response to the alleged threats posed
by communism, black nationalism, and Third World populations are examined. The important roles
played by political leaders including National Security Advisor Dr. Henry Kissinger, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare secretaries Frank Carlucci, Jr. and Joseph Califano, presidents
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, and economic notables Nelson and Laurence Rockerfeller are
considered. The text hauntingly dissects the potential motives and administrative mechanisms
underlying the prevalent belief that HIV and Ebola may have been deliberately deployed, and that
the AIDS epidemic may be accomplishing what was desired.

Tetrahedron,Inc.
206 N. 4th Ave
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Tel: 208-265-2575 Fax: 208-265-2775 (office)
Order Line: 888-508-4787
website: www.tetrahedron.org
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(Feb. 4, 1999; 397;436-441), contrary to AP
releases, actually provides further evidence that
the AIDS virus did not likely originate from
African primates left alone in the wild, but
more likely evolved during cancer virus and
vaccine experiments. In the scientific article
entitled “Origin of HIV-1 in the chimpanzee Pan
troglodytes,” a chimpanzee named “Marilyn”
was shipped to the U.S. in 1960 and, following
a quarter century of service in the U.S. Air
Force, died in 1985. According to an editorial
accompanying the Nature report, Marilyn, like
most other young African primates, was thought
to come to the United States free of any deadly
infections. While serving her duty in the Air
Force biomedical laboratories, however,
somehow she developed an AIDS-like virus
infection.
“This should not put an end to the
‘conspiracy theories’,” Dr. Horowitz stated.
“Contrary to the Associated Press, it heavily
supports a large body of evidence linking the
origin of AIDS to military experiments and
vaccine trials.” The Nature article report that
Marilyn “had never been used in AIDS research
and had not received human blood products
after 1969. But what had she been used for
between 1962 and 1969 when contracts show
the U.S. military cancer researchers injected
chimpanzees with heavily contaminated viral
vaccines?”
Dr. Lenonard Horowitz, a Harvard graduate
and independent investigator, presented a
scientif ic paper at the XI International
Conference on AIDS, showing that AIDS-like
viruses evolved from early cancer virus
experiments in which top militarypharmaceutical scientists infected primates with
viral genes from other animals. These
contaminated primates were then commonly
reused to develop viral vaccines, as was the
case in 1974 when contaminated hepatitis B
vaccine was tested simultaneously on gay men
in New York City and Blacks in Central Africa
that many investigators now link to AIDS. Dr.
Horowitz became the f irst researcher to
meticulously document this man-made theory of
AIDS’ origin in his book, Emerging Viruses:
AIDS & Ebola—Nature, Accident or
Intentional? Recounted here are U.S. military
and National Cancer Institute (NCI) viral vaccine
experiments in which African primates were used
to study a variety of illnesses now commonly
linked to AIDS including leukemia, lymphoma,
sarcoma and immune system suppression.
According to Dr. Horowitz, the leukemia/sarcoma/
lymphoma cancer complex, never seen in humans
prior to 1978, had been the primary focus of a
highly funded, yet largely secret, “Special Virus
Cancer Program” that began in 1962. By
analyzing formerly classified documents, and NCI
government contracts showing how, when, where
and why such viruses were made, Dr. Horowitz
concluded that the AIDS virus likely broke out as
a result of contaminated polio and hepatitis B
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vaccine experiments. Those implicated include
top AIDS researchers, biological weapons
contractors, and the institutions that developed
and tested such man-made, immune-systemravaging agents for the NCI and Department of
Defense (DOD) during the late sixties.
A week following the AP report concerning
Marilyn, this top U.S. news service issued a
rebuttal to a London Sunday Telegraph article
(Feb. 14, 1999) that contended “Pre-1963 polio
vaccines may be killing hundreds through
cancer.” Again, Dr. Horowitz identif ied a
deceptive spin that AP placed on the truth.
“The fact is,” he said, “class action lawsuits are
currently pending regarding the definitive link
between the SV40 virus in the polio vaccines
and several deadly cancers. Moreover, it’s not
only ‘hundreds’ of cases, it may be hundreds of
thousands of deaths linked to injected vaccines
containing monkey cancer viruses into humans.”
In his 1998 bestselling book, Dr. Horowitz
published stunning documentation that monkeys,
contaminated with immune-system-destroying
cancer viruses, were used to develop both the
polio and hepatitis vaccines. The text also
presents startling admissions by top monkey
virus experts and vaccine analysts including the
world’s leading vaccine developer, Dr. Maurice
Hilleman, of Merck, Sharp and Dohme. The
Merck pharmaceutical company was the
government’s principal military vaccine producer
during most of the cold war when their
president, George W. Merck, directed America’s
biological weapons industry. Hilleman, during
a taped interview on file at the National Library
of Medicine, acknowledged his role in
importing contaminated monkeys from facilities
in Africa into the United States for research and
vaccine production. “I didn’t know we were
importing AIDS virus at the time,” he said. The
contaminated monkeys apparently came from
another documented biological weapons
contractor—Litton Bionetics. According to Dr.
Horowitz, Litton was the chief contractor for
primate supplies and maintained laboratory
operations and monkey colonies in Uganda and
Maryland.
Outraged AIDS activists, scientists and
public interest groups nationwide are calling for
an independent congressional investigation into
Dr. Horowitz’s published facts. Several
authorities are now urging analyses of suspected
vaccine lots, believed to be held by the FDA’s
Bureau of Biologics the government’s principal
agency in charge of testing human vaccines.
Dr. W. John Martin, former director of the Viral
Oncology Branch of the FDA’s Bureau of
Biologics, stated, “The issue of possible simian
virus contamination of certain live viral vaccines
has been suppressed since 1972.... This basic
flaw in the regulator y process must be
addressed.”
With the foregoing background understood,
let’s begin our discussion with Dr. Horowitz.
The following telephone interview with Dr.
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Len Horowitz occurred on April 6, 1999:
Martin: Let’s start talking about what’s
going on. First of all, I just want to get one
thing out of the way right now because we’ve
published some information on it and there is
so much talk on the Internet and on Art Bell’s
late night talk radio program and other places
about contrails and the spread of disease through
contrails. Do you have anything new to add
to that subject?
Dr. Horowitz: Only what I just posted the
other day. Did you see that?
Martin: No, unfortunately, I didn’t.
Dr. Horowitz: Let me just pull it up, it’s
on our website.
It’s called “Contrail
Controversy”. I just posted it March 25.
So, basically, I say here,
“Dear Readers: The article below describes
the results from my investigation into the current
controversy over allegations that contrails contain
substances harmful to humans and the
environment. My initial investigation began two
years ago and is continuing.”
Martin: Do you think it’s valid?
Dr. Horowitz: Ok, now this is Jay
Reynolds stuff. I posted his stuff, but at the
end of his, I added a letter. Here is what my
letter says. This is my reply to Mr. Reynolds
who says that the contrail story is invalid. Ok?
Did you read Reynolds report? It went through
Montana Militia.
And then, it was
subsequently released all over. He exposed—
he was basically saying that it is invalid, that
the Jet Fuel contains no ethylene dibromide and
that there’s nothing to suggest that it is toxic or
it’s causing the polluting of populations, that
type of thing.
So, here’s my reply to him and it was well
researched.
“Dear Mr. Reynolds:
“Thank you for your well researched and
written article concerning the contrail or
chemtrail issue. I, like many other concerned
citizens and researchers, was persuaded by the
circulating warnings regarding ethylene
dibromide or EDB. I was unaware that
Richard Finke, who edited and condensed
Larry Wayne Harris’s book, was the source of
this possible hoax. Had I known this, I
certainly would have used greater caution
myself, as Mr. Harris’s propagandist and
counterintelligence exploits on behalf of himself
and the Central Intelligence Agency were
diagnosed and documented by me many months
ago. (See Larry Wayne Harris articles in FTP
file at www.tetrahedron.org.)
“I would like to propose an alternative
theory regarding your statement ‘Finke may
have been seeking to drum-up business for
Larry Wayne Harris consulting.’ Given the fact
that counterintelligence relies largely on
distractive pronouncements and proceedings, the
contrail EDB fright may be covering up a more
insidious threat to public health. I advance
that thesis not only because of Finke’s
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association with Harris, but because
something undetermined and unattended IS
transmitting the vast epidemic of flu-like,
upper-respiratory infection that is NOT viral
or bacterial but appears to be fungal in
nature. There IS a large percentage of
people suffering and dying with this bizarre,
flu-like illness and, to-date, there has been no
official diagnosis or even mention of it by the
Centers for Disease, Control and Prevention
(CDC), very odd since they typically take
advantage of every opportunity to relay their
heroics in diagnosing and alerting the public
concerning such outbreaks even months in
advance. (This itself is suspicious as their
disease surveillance network is incapable of
predicting precisely which strain of flu will
strike North America from the Pacific Rim,
yet they are geared-up every year to tout
their vaccine for that strain and deliver their
propaganda months in advance.)
“There is something going on that appears
to be linked to respiratory, that is, airborne
toxins and/or biologicals. My colleagues in
clinical practice have been following this
outbreak since last August when patients were
overwhelming emergency rooms in several U.S.
cities with a typical influenza-like symptoms.
That was not the winter flu season you
described. Moreover, some brownish, blackish,
greenish, sticky mixture has been falling from
the sky in different parts of the United States
that may or may not be related to the contrails.
One colleague, Dr. Joseph Pulleo in northern
Idaho, was able to obtain a sample of this
substance. It was first sent to a laboratory
where it was reportedly highly toxic. So toxic
that lab-workers became ill and were unwilling
to complete their analysis. Dr. Pulleo may be
reached to confirm this by calling 208-266-1536
or by e-mail at therevjosph@nidlink.com. I
understand from Dr. Pulleo that this sample
was returned to him, and then he submitted it
to another laboratory recommended to him by
John Trochman of the Montana Militia. (Your
report was disseminated and came to me by
way of the Montana Militia.) Unfortunately, I
was told the second laboratory “lost the
sample”. Dr. Pulleo has been most successful
treating this unprecedented flu-like illness
with an anti-fungal regimen that he can best
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explain. His treatments include raising the
body temperature with cayenne pepper and
herbal combinations. (Since most of the
chronically ill show low body temperature
upon examination.) Moreover, extensive
detoxification, deacidification and oxygenation
therapies have shown remarkable success in
helping patients recover fairly rapidly once
treatment is initiated.
“Based on the evidence that my colleague
and I have accumulated, I conclude that this
flu-like illness IS most likely associated with
chemical and/or biological co-factors.
Chemicals, perhaps falling from contrails or
other sources, may be compromising immunity
that facilitates infections by fungi, and likely,
micoplasma, as well. We do hold scientific
and government documents relating to ‘adult
respiratory distress syndrome, with or without
systemic disease associated with infections due
to micoplasma fermentents’ by Lo, Weir, et.al.,
Clinical Infectious Disease, 1993, #17
Supplement 1, pages 5259-63 and, U.S. Patent
No. 5,242,820, filed Sept. 7, 1993 by Lo of the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology for the
assignee, the American Registry of Pathology,
Washington, D.C. These documents describe
myriad symptoms and clinical observations very
close, if not identical to, those presenting in
this epidemic.”
On a note of aside, this is for you Rick,
and for your people, this Lo patent for the
Armed Forces Institute and the American
Registry of Pathology, is for a “pathogenic
mycoplasma” that they isolated from AIDS
patients, and it is far more likely to be causing
the whole array of AIDS symptoms than the
actual co-factor, HIV.
Then, I go on to say, “Finally, not that he
needs my support but I can vouch for Will
Thomas’s character. He is not doing what you
apparently think. He is not a nutritional
supplement salesman. He is a dedicated
investigator, much like you, who is seeking to
learn the truth. If we all put our heads
together, perhaps we will finally discover the
truth underlying the hype. Best wishes—Len
Horowitz.”
Martin: Well, that shed some light. We
won’t cover the new book, but what you’re
referring to are the TSEs, is that correct?

We need to learn to be still in the
midst of activity and to be
vibrantly alive in repose.
—Gandhi
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Dr. Horowitz: Actually, no, I haven’t
even touched upon those yet. There is, we
believe, at least some—there is some
parallelism or overlap in the pathogenic
mycoplasma area and the TSE issue.
Martin: Is there treatment currently
available for TSEs and the prion?
Dr. Horowitz: The only treatment that I am
aware of, again, is the 5-step process that we
are articulating.
No. 1—detoxification;
No. 2—deacidification;
No. 3—boosting the immune system;
No. 4—oxygenation therapy; and
No. 5—bioelectric therapies.
And, I feel, it is in the bioelectric therapies
that we’re going to probably gain the best
results, along with oxygenation therapies, with
the prion diseases. But again, that’s the next
interview.
Martin: Are there any other viruses that
people should be aware of or concerned about?
Dr. Horowitz: Not to my knowledge. I
really think that our focus of all of our current
investigations should be in the area of
mycoplasma and Dr. Nicholson’s work. I really
feel like, based on even some of the latest
things that are happening right now, politically,
as well as in the scientific realm, I feel that
THAT is the issue.
If you go into
mycoplasma, and I mentioned this on Chuck
Misler’s radio program a couple of days ago
when I was discussing the issue with Jack
Medcalf, Director. Are you familiar with
Medcalf?
Martin: No, I’m not.
Dr. Horowitz: Jack Medcalf from, I
believe, the state of Washington, had submitted
a request to the General Accounting Office to
investigate squalene antibodies found in Gulf
War veterans. And, well over a year ago now,
I guess it was about a year ago, it was
determined that squalene, which is a portion of
an adjuvant, it is a chemical included in a
mixture called an adjuvant which is intended to
enhance the immune response in vaccinated
populations and that it was only included in
experimental vaccines. And it was determined
about a year ago that the Gulf War veterans,
those people who went over to the Gulf War,
that were suffering—as well as people who
didn’t even go into the Gulf War arena, who
were ailing with Gulf War Syndrome, had
antibodies to squalene—again, a vaccineingredient that only existed in experimental
vaccines. So, that’s the old news.
Now, what happened is, allegedly, Jack
Medcalf had been approached by a group of
Gulf War veterans who were sick, and in
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order to try to help, he asked the General that’s implicating Dept. of Defense, Baylor primary assistant, and he said to me, “Well,
Accounting office to compile a report, an College, and mycoplasma infections as being Dr. Horowitz, if you’re so smart, what do you
investigation, on this squalene and they just the heart of much of this bizarre, immune think we should be doing? What are you
released it. And the released report says, yes, system ravaging, new epidemics—myriad new doing for these people? If you think that our
indeed, there are problems. We do find epidemics. That’s where I would go with it. investigation into squalene isn’t going to
squalene antibodies in the blood of these I would focus on that. And to the extent that bring us anywhere, where do you think we
people. Again, the only way that it’s most we’re not focusing on that, or the Dept. of should be going and what are you doing to
plausible that it got in there was through the Defense doesn’t want to discuss that and help these people?”
I said to them, basically, we’re working
vaccines. The Department of Defense is comply with either the General Accounting
unsupportive to our investigation. Basically, Office’s investigations, or even congressional with healthcare professionals who are
that’s what the GAO is reporting and that inquiries, I mean, you’ve got an obvious REALLY making a difference. I mean, when
there should be further investigation done and cover-up going on here. And, of course, I you talk to Gulf War veterans who are
verification of squalene and how it got in think it was Dr. Nicholson and Don suffering and ailing. The ones who have
there and it’s effects on the immune system. McAlvaney, in his report that initially been getting help have been getting it through
the alternative therapies.
Well, from my perspective,
Martin: That’s right.
that’s a distraction. Because,
It’s
now,
like,
you
either
have
the
Dr. Horowitz: That’s what we’re
A, it was scientifically
doing. We’re at the front line of
determined over a year ago eyes to see the documentation, ears to
delivering the information to these
that this was so; and B, it
hear
the
truth
to
avoid
the
risks,
to
people.
won’t matter whether we get a
Martin: Have you met any allies
confirmation through science take the precautions to, literally, clean
Congress at all, in regard to this
that squalene existed in the
the temple of God, your body, so that in
kind of investigation?
Maxine
vaccines or the antibodies are
Waters?
now being produced in the you can withstand the infectious
Dr. Horowitz: (Laughter) Maxine
sick people, against the
agents being thrown at us today. And, Water’s
group is—I’m just totally
squalene they were exposed to
disgusted with the response from
because of the vaccines. if you’re not there, then God help you
Congress, the lack of response by
What’s really important, if
and
God
bless
you.
Congress. I spent about 45 minutes
you want to save lives, is to
one-on-one with Maxine Waters’s chief
place a moratorium on all
U.S. government-promulgated vaccines because implicated a connection. And I spoke with health investigator, and you know, you would
obviously they’re not telling the truth about Garth Nicholson myself to get confirmation that think that Maxine Waters, being Black and
them. Also, they’re delivering agents that are there was authoritative connections between heavily into the Black coalition, of being
not only depleting the immune system, but also Tannox Biomedical Systems of Houston, Texas heavily involved in investigating Central
potentially infecting human beings with things and Baylor College, and also James Baker III, Intelligence and the drug issues that she would
like mycoplasma; and that was my Secretary of State under George Bush, and be responsive to receiving the U.S. government
recommendation to Medcalf’s office and to all George Bush as a shareholder in the company. contracts under which numerous AIDS-like and
legislative offices—that they really need to be These were allegations that were made by Ebola-like viruses were developed under Litton
Bionetics under Dr. Robert Gallo’s direction—
focusing on the issue of mycoplasma rather authoritative sources.
than squalene.
And I think that’s why you have the Dept. and she would do something, given the fact
So, Candice Brown and Will Northrup have of Defense stonewalling on this issue. I think that 73 percent of HIV/AIDS patients today are
been very excellent investigators of the that if you focus on mycoplasma, you’re going Black and Hispanic, she has an intense
genocide going on. And, she, a Black woman,
Huntsville issues and they have been contacting to get some extraordinary revelations here.
legislators and they’re also heavily involved in
Martin: Ok. I notice here in this article, and David Satcher, a Black man [Surgeon
the Class Action lawsuit that is currently I wasn’t aware that you’re co-chair of the General], are kind of looking the other way.
pending down there on behalf of all of the legislative committee of the National Health All I can think of, quite honestly, Rick, this
being “End-Time prophecies” being fulfilled—
civilians who are suffering with Gulf War Federation.
Syndrome-type symptoms and other illnesses
Dr. Horowitz: Yep. Patrick von Mauk, you know, I have to constantly return to the
that are associated with mycoplasma infections. who was the Executive Director of NHF, asked spiritual aspects of this whole thing.
Martin: It’s all connected.
But, see, she’s carbon-copied a variety of me to do that. And, I’ve been working with
Dr. Horowitz: It is, in my opinion; it’s
different people, including Representative Ron Maurine Soloman. Patrick is no longer in that
completely
connected. And, you know, the
Paul—who, I walked into Ron Paul’s office capacity. Maurine Soloman is now taking over
myself and presented him the documentation as president, and Patrick is now a liaison in phrase “come out of mystery Babylon” keeps
about 3 months ago that we have.
Washington, at this point. But, NHF is just coming to mind. Congress is part of mystery
Martin: I’m looking at an article in front one of many organizations that are behind “full- Babylon. The fact that our legislators,
of me from the Preparedness Journal. And, disclosure”, and we want to stop, not only the they’re puppet politicians, who we get a
you mention that in this article.
intoxication of citizens and military personnel chance to “vote” for, whose political strings
Dr. Horowitz: Yeah, right. But, at any by these vaccines and other ways that we’re are being pulled by the shadow governors—
rate, here’s a letter to the Acting Comptroller apparently being intoxicated, but also we want you know, the real oligarchy, those in the
General of the United States from Bob Thilner, to continue to protect people’s access to the secret societies, those infamous, let’s say,
who is a member of Congress, from the 50th supplements and vitamins and therapies, and thirteen families that are literally running the
District of California, requesting an also stop the persecution of the healthcare world, literally through, in my opinion, occult
investigation
into
the
mycoplasma professionals who have been dedicated to practices—that Congress is just a
incognitas—this is Oct. 23, 1998—and, you’ve helping people. And, again, when I was on dysfunctional bureaucracy that is created by
got just a tremendous amount of evidence the air the other day with Jack Medcalf’s these people to create a facade of democracy.
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And, that, I think is just a waste of time.
That’s why my purpose was, on Chuck
Misler’s program the other day, to just say,
it’s too late. People are dying, left and
right. I don’t want to endorse a scientific
investigation into squalene. My God, it’s
time to help these people. It’s too late to
do stupid things like that, to go into another
distraction that’s going to take 2-3 years of
investigating, and once the results of the
investigation come out, they will be
challenged by the puppet-scientists that CIA
and DoD have on their payroll. And, so, it’s
time to get down to what’s really happening
here. What’s really happening here, the
bottom line, is genocide with a capital G.
And people are sick and dying all over, and
the fact of the matter is that this is part and
parcel of a depopulation agenda wherein
those people in power can make not only
vast fortunes off of humanity’s suffering, but
as your friends and family and mine die,
they’re happy because it’s one less, what
they call, “useless eater” to feed. And, so,
it’s even to the point where I’m not even
trying to persuade people any longer that
this is what’s going on. It’s kind of too late
for that.
Martin: Right.
Dr. Horowitz: It’s now, like, you either
have the eyes to see the documentation, ears
to hear the truth to avoid the risks, to take
the precautions to, literally, clean the temple
of God, your body, so that you can
withstand the infectious agents being thrown
at us today. And, if you’re not there, then
God help you and God bless you.
It’s too late. I’m not going to—I’m not
going to fool around any more. We’ve got
too many people, right now, who are sick
and dying, who have come to us for help
and we need to focus on those people. The
urgent issues are very, very clear, and if you
want to play distractive games and continue
this charade, you go right ahead, but don’t
invite me to the party.
Martin: I completely agree. That’s
actually a good place to stop for now.
Footnote: In our next issue of The
SPECTRUM, we will present Part II of my
interview with Dr. Horowitz. In this second
conversation, Dr. Horowitz speaks of—get
this—utilizing tonal frequencies for healing;
decoding the Bible; understanding sacred
geometry; the coming Age of Peace; stealth
viruses and the depopulation agenda
accelerating while the planetary frequency
increases; living in a frequency of love as a
shield of protection against the coming
depopulation assault on the masses of people
and as a key for healthy living in the
decades ahead. If you’re not intrigued by
what Dr. Horowitz has to say in this
second conversation, well, let’s just say
“check your pulse!”
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NEWS DESK SPECIAL REPORT

Benzene And Other Poisons
In Our Food Supply
4/13/99

DR. AL OVERHOLT

This was sent to me recently. The subject
matter and thoroughness of the research of the
writer warrant a wide broadcasting of this
information so that others may check things out
further.
Aware readers know well that the matter of
dangerous substances in our food has been a
recurring, perennial theme in this age of
“better” living through chemistry.
While we have no way to check-out the
following information, we applaud the reseach
described herein and share it for whatever lifesaving value it may have for you.
[quoting:]
February 1999
1401-27 Willowbrook Dr.
Cranbrook, B. C.
V1C 6H4 250-426 4164
Geo: 82G/5W Kootenay Distri
BENZENE—
BENZENEACETALDEHYDE

STUDY

I have discovered a situation so ominous,
it defies my understanding. Having became
extremely allergic to benzene, ricin and
monosodiumglutimate, I have found narcotic
benzene-benzeneacetaldehyde and derivatives in
our total Cranbrook community food supply.
This chemical I fear has been put in our food
and pharmaceuticals nationwide. I became
aware of this chemical in food, drinks, vitamins,
and pharmaceuticals in our area, then in
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and as we travelled
throughout the United States in winter
months. At that time I did not know what
chemical I was experiencing allergy to; we
stayed home this year to record many of the
contaminated products and its extent. (I am
not unqualified; I did discover Lichens as
precursors to finding massive mineral
deposits.)
For instance, I have not been able to find
ANY Tylenol, including Junior 6-11
6260014359 Lot F921, McNeil Products,
Ont N1K 1A5, without benzene. Anacin,

Whitehall Robins 621075 is horribly
contaminated. ALL acetylsalicylic, Safeway,
Life, Asaphen chewable, New Bayer coated,
81mg Toronto M9W IG6 5650000120
contain benzene. I found only Aspirin
chewable Lot ZH71 80mg—held behind the
pharmacy counter, costing 20 times per mg,
without this chemical.
A narcotic can not possibly be of value
to anyone with any cardiac muscular
problem. Is Reye’s Syndrome caused by
benzene additive rather than ASA. Are
governments aware of such a narcotic
chemical being added to our food supply?
Bureaucrats, Gentiles, Jews, police, teachers,
doctors all eat these foods. Who has the
power to contaminate a nation’s food supply
and WHY? We are a population of 60
thousand Kootenay area, captive to two major
grocers and one department store, Zellers. A
major part of my complaint is that area
businesses are conspiring to bring into our
community and city of Cranbrook, extremely
benzene-contaminated products, over and
above those in the general food supply. This
milk could not possibly be similarly
contaminated world wide: Foremost 1% BF
Foremost Foods Vancouver V6B 3W8 FE22
LFCK0338 and Dairyland Homo Feb 14
1118 CG2 CK6870011200 from Overwaitea.
One tbs. made me ill. Post 100% Bran
6618801127 so contaminated, just touching
the box caused me to choke. What would
happen to the person with asthma eating this
combination?
To tell you how I made this discovery: It
could not have been luck that the first
terrorist acts against us would involve
massive doses of MSG, a chemical they
knew was already in the world’s food supply.
They know it inflames the large intestine,
resulting in diverticulitis and diverticulosis.
When I discovered this and survived, they
began the use of massive narcotic benzene.
Once allergic, I found it impossible to find
pharmaceuticals and foods without it. It is
in face creams, soaps, jams, juices, milk. It
can not be luck that their choice of terrorist
chemicals would be the exact same chemical
as found in our brand-name life-sustaining
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products: Sifto Salt 6756811080, Winsor Salt
6601000105 Point Claire Que H9R 5M9,
soda, brown sugar, coffee Folgers and
Nabob. Many know of MSG being put in
our food—but few know of benzene.
We discovered to our dismay the total
involvement of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police [RCMP] in these terrorist activities on
behalf of international mineral corporations.
In APEC, RCMP sabotage terrorists act on
behalf of Alberta Energy against Wiebo
Ludwig, against WalshFelderhof Bre-X Gold
in Busang (remember Busang reserves are
200 million ounces—yet the biggest giants of
North America are only 185 total).
Corporate Bronfman, using these horrible
chemicals, which caused my extreme allergy
in the beginning, have wanted to take our
gallium mineral deposit at Moyie Lake 82G/
5W KD without payment. I realized RCMP
involvement when their patrol cars
surrounded me and transported me to Trail
Mental Hospital—for depression, which
presumably they could see through the car
windshield.
Ricin is used in our food supply
selectively. We receive it in our egg supply.
Causes arthritic deformity, but when it is
removed from the food supply—the pain is
gone completely.
Benzene—benzeneacetaldehyde—
a) salt taste collects in tonsil mucous;
b) shaking and hand trembling as it hits
the sensory nervous system—impossible to
hold a cup;
c) i r r i t a t i o n o f b r o n c h i — a s a s t h m a ,
constant acid forms in the esophagus—called
acid reflux—but is really benzene poison;
d) the most horrible aspect of this
benzene chemical is when trying to sleep: the
involuntary muscles stop working and my
breathing stops. It literally shuts down nighttime breathing; why not also a child’s
breathing as well as in crib-death. At times
when I have been badly contaminated it
causes the heart muscle to quiver and flutter.
What would happen to those with cardiac
muscle weakness? They may take an ASA
with further benzene or a cimetidine Tagamet
PX307883 Kimberley Drug, RX514454 Natal,
RX6517780 Shoppers Drug Lethbridge all
contain benzene; then take a Rolaids, Warner
Lambert Scarborough MIL 2N3 5770065195
(in my notes I wrote “very bad”). How
would that person know what was
happening? Is benzene the reason for the
statistical rise in female heart attacks?
e) loss of REM sleep; from personal
experience the body and mind become totally
fatigued. This is likely called cronic-fatiguesyndrome. Any of the female face creams
Base Glaxal 5409232301, Body & Bath
Lot71127, Oil of Olay USA GPO1947656
contain benzene. Since I am so allergic, they
cause me itchy skin welts.
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f) benzene’s narcotic effect causes the
neck and jaw to become weak, automatic
sphincter muscles stop functioning (urinary)
on encountering air-born benzene. When the
chemical is removed, normal body functions
resume.
Our letters to Prime Minister Chretien,
Attorney General Allan Rock, and
Honourable Anne McClellan explains that
their RCMP are out of control and actively:
“electronically monitor our home and
vehicles; participating and financing narcotic
benzene and ricin terrorism; use of RCMP
hellicopter to spread benzene; colluding with
mining empire Bronfman and area businesses
to poison and contaminate area foods”.
Government reply states “your problem is not
within Attorney General purview—please
contact your RCMP.”
Another example of the same chemical
but much more toxic: A Christmas gift—set
of Martha Stewart Sheets, Troy MI 48084
purchased from Cranbrook Zellers. A new
designer powder, benzeneacetaldehyd acid,
fell from these sheets—everything it touched
became volatile when touched with water.
Everything washed with these sheets became
toxic and had to be disposed of. Without a
Canadian Justice System, Zellers owners can
chemically contaminate our home and we can
do absolutely nothing about it. I therefore
feel a greater horror as to who could and
would contaminate our world’s food supply.
IF we are being intentionally poisoned enmasse, what other horrors of benzene are
known?
Parkinsons cause is environmental—as
nerves can no longer control muscular
function.
Is benzene an endocrine inhibitor? Drs
Klotz and Jewett, University of Toronto,
reported a most unusual 60% increase in
testicular cancer, shrinking testes, and low
sperm count. Is this benzene in our
pharmaceuticals and food disrupting the
body’s endocrine system?
WHO AND WHY? Maybe there are
multiple reasons. My view sees a sinister
evil. A perfect way for international masters
to “pull-in-the-noose” when they wish to
take minerals, intellectual property,
electronics (Ramsey), etc. Further research
will have to be yours.
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1996)
Beans & Pork, Western Family Food,
Vancouver V6B 4E4, 6263917520
100% Post Bran 6618861127
3-Pies Jello, Citron Kraft, Canada Don Mills
Ent M3C 3J5 66188C2080
Rogers Best Brews Sugar 6311112354
Rogers Demerma Brown 6311112573
Redpath Brown sugar (Demerasa) Redpath
Ind. Ltd. Montreal 6284761216
Green Giant Cream Corn, Pillsbury Can.
675 Cochrane Dr., Marham, Ont. L3R
CM7690521026C (upper stomach). One
extremely contaminated. One had an unusual
plastic lining.
Kraft Pure Strawberry Jam 6810005557
Alpha Honey, McKenzie Food, Spruce
Grove Alta T7X 1H8 6330675910 (ltch old)
Sifto Salt, Canada Inc., Mississauga Ont
L4W 2T7 6756811080(old)
Dreadful Winsor Salt 6601000105 Canada
Salt Co Ltd. Point Claire, Que. H9R 5M9
Arm & Hammer Soda, Church & Dwight
Ltd. Don Mills M3C 3R6, 1090 Don Mills Rd.
(Med 1kg) Bad 6533300150
European wieners, Treybe Sausage, Ltd.,
Von U5L 1P7 207399607746
Sun Rype Grapefruit Juice Kelowna, VIY
2W4 5796100094
Burger King Ketchup, McBurger King
Corp. Product of USA Heing
Edward Coffee—Lucerne Foods, Calgary
T2P 2J6 5820045014
This made me sick—Dairyland Homo Milk
Feb. 14
1118 CG2 CK 6870011200
(Overwaitea)
LifeFibre Laxative, Shoppers’ DrugMart,
Toronto M2J 4Y7 5780003453
London Drug Vitamin C, London Drug Ltd.
Richmond, BC V7A 4Y5 6815600096
Tylenol, (Junior 6-11) McNeil Products
N1K 1A5 6360014359 Lot F921
Tylenol McNeil Guelph, Ont N1K 1A5 Lot
F857-151501
Pert Plus Shampoo, Proctor & Gamble
Toronto M5W 1C5 566471
Base Glascal Skin Cream, Roberts
Pharmaceutical, Mississauga, Ont L5N 6S2
5409232350, 5409232301
Rolaids, Warner Lambert, Scarborough M1L
2N3 5770065195 (bad)
Body & Bath Basics Face Cream, Sudbury
Ont P3E 5R2 Lot 71127
Primrose & Milk Face Cream
WRITTEN WITHOUT PREJUDICE
Calif Face Alpha Hydroxy Belvedere Inc.
Toronto L5R 3G3 6574326004
(signature)
Anacin, Whitehall Robins 621075
(extremely bad)
Frances Y. Johnson (Mrs.)
ASA Safeway Can. Safeway Ltd. Western
Pharmaceutical Calgary T2P 2J6 5820076240
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Kufe ASA Shoppers Drug Mart Toronto
M2J 4Y7 578001183. The benzene is so strong
1999 BENZENE—WORK SHEET
you can smell it through the plastic bottle.
Asaphen chewable (ASA) Pharmascience
Martha Stewart sheets, Troy, MI (1964, Inc. Montreal 5760687894 [End quoting]
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Money & Secret Powers, Or:
Where Is The Nation Headed?
Editor’s note: The following history lesson is
excerpted from the Jan/Feb 1999 issue of Dr.
John Coleman’s excellent publication called
World In Review. We share it here because of
John’s gift for showing us the long reach of
history’s arm—especially when one has a more
accurate sense of exactly to just what “octopus”
that long arm is attached!
Jan/Feb 1999

DR. JOHN COLEMAN

When the history of this country comes to
be written, especially the history of the Clinton
years, it will be placed in the true perspective
of power out of control, running amok,
sanctioned by a party which itself is out of
control. Put another way, the Democratic Party,
by sanctioning an out of control executive, is
itself beyond the control of moderation and
judicial restraint, and is now given over to its
radical element.
History will record that the Clinton
presidency was not only a tremendous step in
the direction of a Socialist state, but that indeed,
it affected the whole of Western civilization to
the detriment of all nations. How else would
history view the Clinton presidency, if not in
this light? History will record that the Clinton
presidency was a social and political disaster of
grave dimensions. Perhaps not a parallel to the
social disasters of the murder of Lincoln,
McKinley, Garfield, and later, of Kennedy, nor
a parallel to the social disaster of the First
World War, but certainly in the same context.
No, the First World War was one of
unparalleled disaster and on a scale frightening
to look back upon. Western civilization was
reduced to snatching young men from their
homes and families, conscripting them to
participate in the slaughter of nations from the
same Western culture and civilization. It was
an era where the American President Wilson
ran amok, out of control, seizing powers which
were not his under the U.S. Constitution.
Wilson had nothing better to do than
conscript our young men to fight and slaughter
other young men of a branch of the same
family as theirs, while the churches, the
religious leaders, stood mute or else endorsed
the slaughter. How did these events come to

the corruption of the rulers and leaders and of
the state itself. He warned that the bankers
were showing signs of out-of-control power that
would lead to the destruction of everything won
by the Renaissance. What Savonarola was
witnessing was the equivalent of today’s out-ofcontrol, running amok Corporate-Government
State, and a president under the control of the
equivalent of the Black Nobility of Venice—and
I am speaking of the Rothschilds and their
fellow merchant bankers, particularly the Orsinis
of our time.
The “bancherius” was the start of today’s
evil of central banking. This was the
moneychanger of the 12th century, so despised
by Christ during his ministry on Earth. The
“bancherius” accepted deposits from the
businessmen of Venice, Florence, and Genoa,
from the Black Nobility, immensely rich
families.
In turn they
granted credit to merchants
and traders in the form of
MORE READING
“banchi di scritta”. The
bankers were exceptionally
Books by Dr. Coleman:
powerful in Venice, but
• SOCIALISM: THE ROAD TO SLAVERY
Florence and Genoa also
•DIPLOMACY BY DECEPTION
came under their influence.
The
13th
century
And another fine book:
Venetian “banchi di scritta”
• CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY:
devised the medium known
THE STORY OF
as Bills of Exchange, by
THE COMMITTEE OF 300
which they transferred
payments from buyers to
His latest book:
sellers. Eventually it led to
• WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
the establishment of the
ABOUT THE
Medici Bank in Florence,
U.S. CONSTITUTION
which could make or break
politicians and popes alike.
Monthly newsletter
And the Medici Bank did
WORLD IN REVIEW (WIR)
just that. In a blaze of
power r un amok, out of
$65.00 per year, 1st class mail
control, the Medici Black
(32 pages with no advertising)
Nobility and the Guelph
Available from:
Black
Nobility
were
Joseph Publishing
responsible for one intrigue
2533 N. Carson St.
after another, which is how
Carson City, NV 89706
they got their name “Black
Nobility”. It had to do with
Each book is $20 and includes shipping & handling. For
their uncontrolled appetite
orders by credit card, please call 1-800-942-0821.
for unbridled power and it

pass? What were the causes of the First World
War? How could such an orgy of blood have
enveloped the civilized nations of the West? Did
Western civilization not boast great writers,
philosophers, artists, poets, musicians, and a
religion overwhelmingly against such slaughter?
Did not the Renaissance produce Lorenzo
the Magnificent, Sixtus, and Julius II, the great
beautifiers and civilizers of Rome, patrons of
Botticelli, Ghirlanaoi, and Pinturicchi? And yet,
even then, voices were being raised about the
dangers of power out of control and running
amok.
One such voice was Giralamo
Savonarola (1452-1498), a Dominican prior of
San Marco in Florence, who saw the out-ofcontrol power of the Black Nobility of Venice,
Florence, and Genoa as a powerful force—out
of control power beginning to run amok.
This little-known but great man warned of
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turned the nation-state of Italy into a quagmire
of deception and deceit.
The unbridled, out-of-control, run amok
power of the Venetian “banchi di scritta” led to
the f inancial success of the Fuggers of
Augsburg, Germany. Jacob Fugger (Jacob the
Rich, 1459-1525) played a leading role in
broadening the power of the German branch of
the Venetian Guelphs. The Venetian Guelphs
were perhaps the most notorious of the Black
Nobility. (Queen Victoria of England was a
Guelph.) Another Guelph was the powerful
Robert Angevin of Naples and Venice.
Robert’s family were immensely wealthy
members of the Italian Guelph Black Nobility
who set out to carve a place in history for
themselves of power run amok. On the death
of Emperor Henry VII, he was appointed
imperial vicar. A hundred years later his
unbridled powers were magnif ied by the
domination of the de Medici family. Lorenzo
de Medici continued in the ways of the Black
Nobility, being treated like royalty, though he
had no title to royalty.
By marrying into the all-powerful Black
Nobility Orsini family, Lorenzo became a virtual
prince. Through his bride, Clarice Orsini,
Lorenzo was assured a high place in the
Venetian banking dynasties. He was appointed
as a receiver of papal revenues, after he had
used his considerable charm and abilities to
shade facts, which led to the conciliation of
Pope Sixtus IV.
Later, the greatest of the Medici lost out to
another Black Nobility family, the Pazzi family
being given the all-important and highly-lucrative
position as receivers of papal revenues, which
resulted in plotting by the Black Nobility Ferrantes
to remove Lorenzo from his exalted position. The
Pazzis and Ferrantes joined in a plot to assassinate
Lorenzo while he was attending Easter Mass.
Lorenzo was wounded. After his recovery, the
Medici family sought to exterminate the Pazzi
family, for which Sixtus excommunicated
Lorenzo.
Not intimidated, Lorenzo pursued a foreign
policy, which proved very costly, in an exercise
of unbridled power run amok. Does that not
sound like President Clinton? Lorenzo’s
Council of Seventy was nothing but despotism
in control of Florence and Venice. It enabled
Lorenzo to waste state money on costly
adventures, he debased the currency, declined
the prosperity of Florence by heavy taxes
(particularly on non-Black Nobility properties)
which led to a decline of the city-state.
For all that, the Medicis were recognized as
the greatest patrons of the Renaissance, which
led to the mostly brilliant development of such
as the work of Botticelli, Donatello, Verrochio,
Michelangelo and Massacio, indeed a paradox.
Does that not sound somewhat like Mr. Clinton,
who has engaged in numerous foreign
adventures, using the state’s money, and yet he
remains “popular” with the people who do not
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want to dispense with his services.
In any event, the Venetian bankers remained
the power brokers and it may be safely deduced
that, over the next two centuries, their influence
and power spread throughout Europe and led
eventually to the goldsmith bankers of London
and the establishment of central banking in the
form of the Bank of England, without which it
would have been impossible to wage the First
World War. By the time the First World War
ended, international central banks had become
well established.
The City of London became for England
what Venice was to the Black Nobility
bankers. The rise of City of London banking
dynasties, similar in nature and make-up to
the Venetian Black Nobility bankers, was
very similar to that of their Venetian cousins,
and they, too, began to make a place for
themselves in history. The Rothschilds,
S c h r o e d e r s , B a r i n g s , Wa r b u rg s , L a z a r d
Freres, Kleinworts, Bensons, Hambros were
to assume a place in power and control of
the destinies of nations which has given rise
to some of the most corrupt actions of the
B r i t i s h a n d A m e r i c a n g ove r n m e n t s ,
culminating in the situation today, where the
United States is barely one step removed
from a dictatorship.
During the 16th century, Jacob Fugger
financed the Hapsburg Empire under Charles V,
and made a huge fortune in so doing. His
family had done extensive trade in silver, gold,
and wool, with the Venetian Black Nobility and
their “banchi di scritta”. Today, Jacob Fugger
would be described as the head of one of the
largest “Fortune 500” companies, or a City of
London Merchant Banker of the caliber of the
Barings. Jacob Fugger was once described as
“the fourth greatest power of Europe” because
of his behind-the-scenes control of the
Hapsburgs. The Barings have been described
as “the sixth greatest power in Europe” for the
same reason that they control so many powerful
people who run the affairs of nations.
The Rothschilds have been described on
more than one occasion as “the first great power
of Europe, more powerful than kings, princes
and popes”. The Rothschilds have played a
devastating role in the history of America—just
as the Black Nobility played a tremendous role
in the European world, one which it plays more
than ever, today.
The contempt of the Black Nobility of
Venice for the ordinary people of Europe is
mirrored in American history by the contempt
the Rothschilds feel for the ordinary American.
The Rothschilds showed that contempt for
ordinary Americans, for the Founding Fathers,
for the hopes and aspirations of the American
people to become a great, fair, and just nation
(as epitomized by Washington in his Farewell
Address to this nation) through actively,
systematically, seeking to destroy all those hopes
and plans.
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Their servant, Colonel Edward Mandel
House, mirrors the contempt of the Rothschilds
for the American people. The Rothschilds
controlled President Wilson through House. He
never bothered to hide his contempt for the
ordinary American people. When Wilson was
going to be a candidate for President of the
United States, it was Rothschild, Warburg, and
Lazard Freres money that put their representative
in the White House.
House mirrored the contempt the Rothschilds
felt for the ordinary American people, whom he
once described as “dolts”, who could not see
that it was the Rothschilds and the group of
“affable anarchists”—led by House—who had
elected Wilson, and not them. House showed
his contempt for the American people when he
sailed for England on the very day that Wilson
was nominated as the Democratic candidate for
the presidency at the Democrat Convention in
Baltimore, 1912. “I feel no need to watch the
proceedings,” House said. On his arrival in
Europe, House told a gathering of Fabian
Socialists and members of the RIIA (Royal
Institute for International Affairs)—which
audience included delegates from the Barings,
Seligmans, Rothschilds, and Lazard Freres, et
al.: “I was confident that the American people
would accept Wilson without question.” And so
it happened.
House mirrored the hatred and contempt of
the Rothschilds for the Constitution, a hatred so
venomous that they did not hesitate one moment
to plunge America into a terrible civil war—
from which war they reaped great social and
monetary gain. Truly, the Venetian “bancheri”
with their “banchi di scritta” could not have
done better. And so Wilson was used as a tool
to promote their hatred of the Constitution, first
through his attack on the tariff barriers which
had made this nation great, second, by the
imposition of income tax, third by the
conscription of our young men to fight a war
in Europe in which the US should never have
been involved, and finally, by passage of the
17th Amendment.
And so it was with Roosevelt, himself a
banker’s banker who, like Wilson, was elected
by the Rothschilds and their fellow merchantbankers to do their will, right on to William
Jefferson Clinton, who was elected by the same
group of bankers for exactly the same purposes
as Wilson and Roosevelt. The Rothschilds have
shown their contempt for the American people
in the current impeachment proceedings. They
have told the political leaders of this country, in
effect: “A decision has been made to keep the
services of Mr. Clinton, and nothing you can do
will be allowed to change that.”
This is the f irst part of a Special Report
on “The History Of Banking, Its Relationship
With Secret Societies, And Its Role In
Modern Times” which will be available in
March 1999, together with “A Rogues Gallery
of Traitors”.
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A Message From Oracle,
Shaman Of The Mayan People
Editor’s note: We feel deeply honored that
Oracle has asked to share the following message
with all of you. This accomplished spiritual
leader and healer feels strongly that this
publication is THE most important conduit for
reaching those who are seeking Truth, and plans
to share other messages in the future, as such
are revealed to him for this purpose.
The picture which accompanies this writing
Oracle has asked that we share with you. There
is no way in newspaper technology and black-andwhite rendering that we can do justice to this
photograph, “taken in 1997, in the seventh month,
on the seventh day, at 7 a.m.” according to
Oracle, in a forest in the Southwestern United
States. Oracle says that “something” made him
stop during a hike and take the shot of a
particularly inviting grove of trees. However,
when the photo was developed, there was present,
standing out in front of the trees, a subtle Lightimage projection of a large Phoenix bird, with
rainbow-colored “feathers” outstretched. The
color image is awesome in its subtlety, with the
details of the colorings and textures of the
“feathers of Light” becoming apparent only upon
closer study of the photo. We hope to offer you
color print copies of the original color negative of
this photo at a later time.
5/30/99

measure. The Mayan culture has been able to
keep illnesses such as cancer away from their
people. As well there is the marvelous design
and construction of massive pyramids and other
structures of great curiosity. I could go on and
on, but that is not the point.
I am known as Oracle, Shaman of the Mayan
tribe. To some I am a messenger. Through my
visions I receive messages from Pacal (Hatonn)
that I must relate to my fellow brothers and

ORACLE

In the beginning, way before the Earth was
created, a plan was formatted as to how our
planet would evolve throughout the centuries. As
we approach the year 2000, in this moment and
hour of human evolution, the lives of human
beings are being heavily manipulated by religion,
government, the media, science, etc. We see
how they assume positions of power to continue
manipulating our lives on the path to destruction.
To reach for something greater than what we
are able to express directly through our lives is
the dream of mankind. To see more than our
eyes can see or our mind can imagine has been
an impossible dream. That is why we have
Spiritual Guides who, from time to time, enLight-en us with their messages of love,
knowledge, and direction.
To me, my Spiritual Guide is called Pacal.
Many of you know him as Commander Hatonn.
He came from the stars and changed the lives of
my people, the Mayans. The world refuses to
accept this truth, but the scientific world verified
the imprints left behind around the Mayan cities,
where seemingly “impossible” achievements were
created.
Some of these accomplishments include the
engineering of the drainage system in the Mayan
cities that to this date cannot be duplicated with
all our modern technology. Also of note is the
way the Mayans have cultivated and harvested
the land, producing papayas as big as
watermelons, and other bounty of astonishing

sisters throughout the world.
Many moons have passed by since I received
the urgent message that said: “You must travel to
the North, where you will meet people who
believe in me and have been deceived by
messages that have come from the Dark side.”
After several years, about three months ago, I
met a wonderful spirit, a free soul, who
expressed to me a great concern over a situation
which she had experienced that almost destroyed
her life and the life of her family. It was then
that I realized I was about to be faced with my
mission.
Shortly after that, I learned about Doris and
E.J. Ekker, and immediately Pacal spoke to me.
I knew that I had to do everything within my
power to stop these people who have used his
name to gain power, position, and money from
innocent people who are on a path of seeking
The Truth.
Throughout these writings, I am offering you

a window that has opened to bring you a
message that begins like this:
“You must remember, love is not getting, but
giving. Within the framework of the wonderful,
spiritual Laws of the Universe, the most
important things are created for mankind so that
man may evolve and reach a way of life where
happiness, freedom, love are the foundation of
life at a higher level.
“I do not work in all the hearts alike, but
according to the preparation and sensitivity that I
find in each of you. I am not accepted by a
mind that has been corrupted by an
overindulgence in the pleasures of the flesh, such
as the greed, money, and power that has spoiled
the hearts and minds of mankind for centuries.
“I am ashamed that my name and my
message has been used in vain by the Ekkers.
We must not pass judgement on their wrongful
actions. We must not judge them, as the path of
chaos and self destruction has taken its toll on
them. The laws of the land and Higher Law are
matters they will have to face sooner or later, as
they cannot continue harming innocent people.
“But there are more important things that we
must address. The time is coming wherein we
must prepare for the cleansing of the planet. In
the midst of these deep changes, we must repair
all the damage that we have inflicted upon
ourselves, upon each other, and upon our
precious Mother Earth.
“We will move throughout the changes more
easily if we are able to see the road upon which
we are traveling. This is accomplished by
stilling yourself and listening within to the Voice
of your heart.
“Many will suffer as they believe that
nothing will happen, that our monetary system
will not collapse, computers will continue
working without any problems, our food supplies
will never end, the waters will not be polluted
by dangerous bugs and nuclear wastes, etc.
These are hearts hardened from hearing by fear,
ignorance, and greed.
“Those who have any sense to see and heart
to feel, they are already receiving my messages
about the preparations that must be made now.
The ones who will remain to live in a new
world, free of hate, war, pollution, and
technology no longer misused, must prepare
without fear for these changes.
“A new era will open up, and all those who
find value in the messages that come through
their heart-soul connection will enjoy a new
world wherein Harmony and Love will prevail.”
This was the message that I received from
Pacal (Hatonn).
I am Oracle, medicine man of the Mayan
people. I have chosen this new publication in
which to share this message of Pacal (Hatonn).
I send this message with all my love and my
blessings to my fellow brothers and sisters
throughout the world.
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A New Menace Is
Stalking Europe:
It’s The U.S.
Editor’s note: The following is from the
4/4/99 issue of The Boston Globe (page A27)
and is brought to our attention courtesy of
Calvin Burgin <wrldline@texas.net>. It is
important background in conjunction with Ray
Bilger’s article on Yugoslavia directly following
this article.
4/4/99

BOSTON GLOBE

A new menace is stalking Europe, threatening
to plunge the entire continent into a devastating
war. Its leaders espouse the geopolitical ideas of
Nazism and the tactics of Hitler. And for
damning proof of its existence, all one need do
is look at what is happening in Yugoslavia.
What is the name of this evil? If you
guessed “ethnic cleansing”, guess again. Try
“America”.
That, at least, is the increasingly popular
view shared by people in a wide swath of the
planet stretching from Russia’s pacific coast to
the Balkans, where NATO’s airstrikes against
Yugoslavia have set off a virulent anti-American
backlash.
The US-led alliance portrays its airstrikes as
an effort to prevent Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic from carrying out a policy
of repression and ethnic cleansing, or forced
expulsion, of Albanians from the southern
Serbian province of Kosovo.
But at Friday’s antiwar concert attended by
some 60,000 people in Salonica, Greece, the
United States was the bad guy: President
Clinton was compared in posters to Hitler;
NATO was spelled out as “Nazi American
Terrorist Organization”; and posters warned of
“a new Vietnam” in Europe.
These were the same slogans at protests in
Moscow last week, where a masked gunman
tried to fire a rocket at the US Embassy and
where an Alexander-the-Great impersonator fired
an arrow at the American ambassador’s
residence. The same sentiments were evident
in the former Yugoslav republic of Macedonia,
on Cyprus, and in Slovakia, where American
embassies have been pelted with eggs, paint,
and debris in the past week.
The simplest explanation for the anti-US

mood in these places is that many people in
these countries sympathize with the Serbs
because they share the Christian Orthodox faith.
That certainly plays a role.
But the larger issue is that what the West
perceives as “pax Americana”, a time of peace
and prosperity guaranteed by a responsible
American superpower intent on spreading the
wealth, people in parts of Eastern Europe seem
to view as an effort at US world domination.
“We in the Balkans fought against the Nazis.
Now we have to face an attack by the
Americans,” said Costantis Tripos, 42, a farmer
who cultivates American sweet corn, during an
all-night candlelight vigil in front of the
American embassy in central Athens. The first
American government was fighting for freedom.
Now the Americans aren’t fighting for freedom
anymore. They try to dominate the world.”
Naturally, this feeling is strongest where the
bombs are falling in Belgrade. There, Serbs
who waved American and European Union
flags during pro-democracy protests against
President Slobodan Milosevic two years ago are
now singing patriotic Serb songs, waving
Serbia’s tricolor, and driving home the sense of
betrayal trashing the Belgrade McDonald’s and
the American embassy.
Outside Serbia, the countries where the
protests have been strongest are important to
America in different ways. Greece, a NATO
member, provides vital logistical support to the
allied operations; equipment and supplies pass
through Salonica, and in the event of a ground
assault, so would NATO troops.
Macedonia, a candidate to join NATO,
provides the alliance’s troops with a foothold
close to the Yugoslav border.
And Russia, which this decade has enjoyed
an unprecedented partnership with NATO after
a 50-year standoff, has been the West’s most
important post-Cold-War success story until the
recent chill in relations.
In Russia, even the most liberal media
refer to “the NATO aggression”, and even
the most staid officials, such as Foreign
Minister Igor Ivanov, use Cold-War-style
hyperbole to denounce the alliance’s
“barbarism”. The negative feeling has
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spread throughout the country: A Siberian
movie theater refuses to show American
movies and replaces them with Yugoslav
ones; Mormon missionaries from the
United States are banned from the Pacific
port of Vladivostok; a St. Petersburg
institute director orders four visiting US
professors off his premises.
When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991,
many Russians embraced the West, and America
in particular. But disillusionment about America
has been growing in Russia as the country’s
economic crisis deepens despite US political and
financial support for the Kremlin’s so-called
market reforms. Although Russia’s corrupt
leadership and endless political battles are
probably more responsible for the country’s
problems than anything the United States did, the
perception here is that America failed Russia.
American officials say they expected an
anti-American backlash in Russia, but they may
not have expected it to run so deeply.
“We thought the United States was going
to teach us to be a part of the civilized
world, and help us become a wealthy
democracy,” said Vladimir Levin, a Moscow
businessman. “But all America wanted was
for us to be weak and dependent, so it could
sell us its cheap goods and exploit our
resources. And now we have America
bombing Yugoslavia as a result, and we have
to wonder if they will bomb us next. They
would have never done that if we still were
the Soviet Union.”
In Macedonia, tensions have been growing
since last Sunday’s riot outside the US
Embassy. The growing Slav backlash there is
directed at the large influx of ethnic Albanian
refugees in Kosovo, and threatens to spread the
hostilities—another problem NATO and the
United States may not have considered
thoroughly enough before deciding to station
troops there.
And when the US ambassador to Athens,
Nicholas Burns, held several meetings with
Greek foreign ministry officials, asking for
support for the NATO campaign, it caused a
furor in the country’s parliament, where the
American envoy’s diplomacy was denounced as
pressure.
“Mr. Burns comes and goes from the
ministries like they were his home,” said
Communist Party deputy Dimitris Costopoulos
during a heated exchange in parliament this past
week.
But it is not just the politicians who are
questioning the motives behind NATO’s
military attack. “On the eve of the 21st
century, I’m distressed that we can’t find
another solution to the problem,” said Tallye
Maroulis of Tampa, who now lives in Greece.
“I believe in America, and I am heartbroken
that my country would behave in such a way.”
David Filipov reported from Moscow; Toula
Vlahou contributed to this report from Athens.
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What’s Happening in Yugoslavia
That We’re Not Being Told?
5/27/99

RAY BILGER

period prior to the beginning of bombing on
March 24 of this year, there were 2,000 people
killed in Kosovo. Well, there were over 2,000
people killed in Tienemen Square in China in
a single day and we are not bombing them.
Thousands of African people have been
systematically starved by their own governments
or from fleeing guerilla fighting and we have
not bombed over there. And in Cambodia

people who do not speak the same language
(so that they are not on their own native soil
For at least hundreds (if not thousands) of
where they might be needed), supporting or
years the countries of Europe have fought
toppling a president or leader who is or is not
with each other and have experienced their
following the New World Order (N.W.O.)
own internal revolutions and civil wars which
plans, creating and maintaining favorable
do not appear to be subsiding any time in the
investment climates for the great multinational
near future. Yugoslavia, a sovereign nation
corporations, etc., etc., then those military
with representation in the United Nations (that
operations play an important part in making us
lofty sounding seat of the One World
all think we are too small and too
Government), is today experiencing its
helpless to fight against our fate (unless
own internal civil war which, as a
or until we realize that we can create
“It is just not credible that the United
sovereign nation, it has every right to
our own destiny).
do, though we can suspect external
States can remain an oasis of prosperity
Those favorable investment climates,
manipulation behind the scenes, just as
for example, are always for maximizing
unaffected by a world that is experiencing
in our own U.S. Civil War.
profits by using the poor of third-world
greatly increased stress.”
In a world where populations have
countries to produce products to be
—Federal Reserve Board Chairman
been increasing throughout our recorded
sold in the more affluent countries for
Alan Greenspan
history there is consequently to be
high prices. To illustrate this point,
expected a corresponding decrease in the
Nike just announced in March of this
amount of land and resources available
year that it is raising the minimum
to each person. Until we as a civilization can millions of people were killed by the Khmer wage for its Indonesian workers to a whopping
establish a stable-state society, this is something Rouge and we did nothing. So, there must be $37 a month, which is equivalent to about one
we will have to learn to live with. Of course, some other agenda at work here which we are quarter of a pair of Nike’s Air Jordans. Since
there is room enough for everyone, but not not being told about.
there may not be any other job, and since this
There are numerous reports (none of which will give the worker just enough to possibly
enough room for everyone to have the best
piece of land, the choicest grazing land, the ever seem to reach the mainstream American get a little food to eat, that wage ensures they
most productive land, or the parcel with the media) that indicate that civilians did not begin will perpetually be working at the Nike factory
to leave Yugoslavia until N.A.T.O (or the (usually for long hours).
best view.
We here in the United States have U.S.) began their relentless bombing campaign
And, by the way, do you know the
against
basically
innocent
civilians.
Is
all
of
experienced our own internal Civil War in the
definition of Foreign Aid? Foreign Aid is
1860s, and although the large international this the beginnings of World War III?
when the poor people of a rich country give
Our current civilization, or more precisely money to the rich people of a poor country!
banking houses did finance both sides in that
war (see my book, The Untold History of those who control the world’s current And there goes your tax dollars. Sad, but
America, Vol. I), we did not have foreign civilization, have long used a formula of creating true.
military intervention ostensibly to help one a crisis and then offering the solution to that
The world stage today is a very active
crisis which, when properly designed and place and we are literally being bombarded
side or the other.
Imagine if we were to experience an implemented, is a solution which the masses from every direction with an overflow of
internal civil war today, and suddenly Russian will eagerly accept, even if it means giving up information. This serves at least two obvious
jet fighters started a relentless bombing our hard-won rights and freedoms. This is purposes. One, to present us with what we
campaign on our cities, which forced us to called crisis management. And those crises all are to believe (propaganda), which rarely if
flee to our borders with Canada and Mexico! to often employ military solutions to problems ever includes any truth, and two, to give us
Do you suppose you would welcome such a which cannot and should not ever be resolved conflicting information so that we remain
situation? Would we be expected to tolerate militarily.
confused and thus more easily controlled.
But when the agenda involves many different
such madness? Well, that is what our military
Many people, if not most, appear to be so
is engaged in almost unilaterally in Yugoslavia. aspects and purposes, such as terrorizing the confused that they believe the world situation
Of the over 600 N.A.T.O. aircraft now flying masses, justifying huge defense budgets, pitting is out of control. After the so-called collapse
one class, race, or group of people against of the Russian economy last August, Japan’s
over Kosovo, over 400 are from the U.S.!
The justification offered for the N.A.T.O. another (divide and conquer), sending troops Asahi News reported on August 30, 1998:
actions was the fact that in the 12-month off to fight in foreign lands and kill other “The shockwaves triggered by Russia’s
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financial crisis illustrate that governments are
no longer able to control what is going on.”
Really? Thus, the desired effect is being
achieved by the N.W.O. controllers.
In an article by Henry Kisssinger in the
May/June 1999 issue of Foreign
Affairs,
the publication of the so-called “elite”
controllers’ Council on Foreign Relations,
Henry tells us: “A nation’s foreign policy
inevitably reflects an amalgam of the
convictions of its leaders and the pressures of
its environment.” If only it were so simple.
Of course, Henry knows that foreign policies
are really determined behind closed doors in
places such as the Council on Foreign Relations
and have little-to-nothing to do with a nation’s
(puppet) leaders.
We in the United States of America should
not expect to remain isolated much longer
from momentous world events. Federal Reserve
Board Chairman Alan Greenspan said in a
speech in Berkeley, California on Sept. 4,
1998: “It is just not credible that the United
States can remain an oasis of prosperity
unaffected by a world that is experiencing
greatly increased stress.”
That “greatly
increased stress” now seems to be escalating
on a daily basis to intolerable proportions.
Art Bell’s late-night talk-radio program was
off the air a few months back, and was again
off the air (or missing Art Bell as the program’s
host) after the night of April 13, 1999,
apparently because Art is becoming bolder
about exposing the truth relative to what is
happening in the world today. After about
two weeks he did return, but he is now more
often than not replaced by guest hosts. Is Art
phasing himself out of the picture?
Unfortunately, this may be the case because
Art refuses to further conceal the everyday lies
and deceit we are all expected to accept as
fact from the mainstream media and our own
government.
Art’s April 13 show was full of provocative
pronouncements about the war in Kosovo and
the possible beginnings of World War III,
coming both from Art and from his astute
guest, Jeffrey Nyquist. Art began the program
by telling his audience, “I warn you, do not
believe most of what you hear about the war,
from our side and/or their side. Both sides are
engaged in propaganda.... So, mind me when
I tell you they lie. We lie. They lie. This is
turning into a war, not a conflict. It’s not
even a strike, it’s a war and that’s what we’re
getting into.... They lied. The administration
(in Washington, D.C.) lied. They’re lying
over there, and we’re in another damn war.
And it’s more of a war every single day.”
Stop for a moment and think about what
has been happening in Yugoslavia, especially
more recently. We’ve bombed trains with
innocent civilians aboard and buses loaded with
women and children, and bombed whole towns
filled with innocent people. These are alleged
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to be accidents or mistakes! Do you believe
that for one minute? Those who are overseeing
this campaign of genocide (from behind the
scenes) know exactly what they are doing.
They are terrorizing the people through fear,
and more importantly, they are engaged in
depopulation as they numb us to it.
Other sources have also revealed that British
and Israeli paramilitary death squads were
brought into Kosovo to commit atrocities as a
further justification for N.A.T.O. intervention.
These paramilitary units wore black masks as
they went from village to village killing
innocent civilians. Remember hearing about
the Serbians invading Albania? It is reported
that this was actually the paramilitary units
exiting Kosovo so they could never be
identified. All of their actions were then blamed
on the Serbs.
How about the bombing two weeks ago of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia?
An accident? Our intelligence didn’t know the
embassy had relocated? This is part of the
plan to have us believe things are getting out
of control, and that those who are supposedly
in control do not know what they are doing.
To ask us to believe such nonsense insults our
intelligence.
All of our ambassadors in foreign countries,
including Yugoslavia, are C.I.A. operatives, and
our embassies are staffed with intelligence
personnel. Remember, we are not in foreign
countries on good-will missions; we are there to
do such things as gather information to maintain
favorable investment climates for the
multinational corporations and international
bankers. That includes paying-off any local
politicians or national leaders to ensure certain
policies or legislation are adopted. And almost
all of our ambassadors are members of the
Council on Foreign Relations (C.F.R.).
It seems more likely that we knew the
Chinese embassy had moved, that we probably
knew about it before they moved, that we knew
exactly the day they moved, and that we
probably even watched them move. So, why
did we bomb their embassy? Was it perhaps
strictly an act of provocation? Are we trying to
force them into a wider war? When you
realize that our One World Controllers are hellbent on destroying the world as we know it
and depopulating about 4 billion people, it
doesn’t seem farfetched that we are seeing World
War III unfold right before our eyes. And it is
to be a nuclear war. No matter that the
N.A.T.O. action goes against its own charter.
Anyway, back to Art Bell’s April 13
program. Art’s guest, Jeffrey Nyquist, didn’t
come on until the second hour, and as Art often
does in his first hour, he took telephone calls.
A caller from Seattle, Washington related about
information he had obtained from the Internet
concerning mining and mining operations in
Kosovo. He said, “I heard on the Internet
about a huge mining complex in Kosovo.
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Apparently the land alone around this area is
worth somewhere in the neighborhood of about
$2 billion dollars. And from what I’ve heard,
from the coal and lignite and everything that
comes out, it’s worth in the area of several
trillion dollars they’re able to make off this.
Apparently the Serbians count on this mining
complex for the lignite which they use to supply
their electricity. And I’ve noticed nobody in
the media has talked about it.”
Art’s comment was, “Well, we have talked
a little bit about the minerals that are there.
Wars are always about money, sir.” And also
about the control of land, resources, and
populations. Have you heard any talk from the
mainstream media about the control of resources
in Kosovo as a reason for war?
Art then reread a statement he had made on
April 1 that had stirred up considerable
controversy. It said: “Though I do not agree in
any way with what the Serbs are REPORTED
to be doing, it is none of our damn business.
The U.N. might make a case for intervention
when one nation invades another (as a
Libertarian, even that causes me pause). To
bomb until the Serbs agree to change their
internal policy is folly. Will we bomb for a
few more days, weeks, months? Will we declare
victory if they agree to talk? Will that end
differences that have been festering longer than
we have been a nation? If this is the New
World Order, I want no part of it. If we must
act beyond our own borders, then let us help
those displaced by the madness. The real flow
of refugees did not begin until our ‘goodwill
bombing’ began. Is our next act to be American
troops on the ground? Would you see your
son or daughter die to change attitudes in
Serbia?”
Even former president Jimmy Carter has
now spoken out against the bombing. Mr.
Carter said on Larry King’s program on C.N.N.
that he “would very much like to see an end to
the bombing in areas not involved in the
fighting.” Subsequent comments by Mr. Carter
have been even stronger and more direct.
Art then introduced his guest, Jeffery Nyquist,
author of a book called Origins Of The Fourth
World War. Mr. Nyquist also works as a
columnist for Newsmax (www.newsmax.com).
He has been an independent researcher on mass
destruction weapons and state militarism for 11
years. He has published articles in the New
American and the Conservative Review. He
has just completed a series of speeches and
lectures in 31 American cities.
Mr. Nyquist explains how and why Russia
has been planning a surprise attack against the
United States. He believes this attack will
come sooner rather than later, quite possibly
within the next year, especially if we continue
on our present course. Russia is currently
engaged in a full mobilization for war and has
just called up a quarter-of-a-million troops,
making their army five times larger than ours.
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Mr. Nyquist immediately proceeded to point could come up under the South Pole and Russia.
out that every Russian leader in the past 50 years come up behind our radar. They have an
Of even greater concern, Mr. Nyquist went
has threatened global war, but not like they are extensive anti-ballistic missile system. These on to say that the Russians truly believe that
doing today. He pointed out that Russian President are first strike weapons, not defensive a nuclear war is not only possible, but
Boris Yeltsin just made the statement, “I told weapons.”
winable, and would not necessarily leave a lot
N.A.T.O., the Americans, and the
He continued: “The first thing you do when
of nuclear fallout.
“Russian
Germans, don’t push us toward military
military theory is very clear on
action. Otherwise there will be a
this. Nuclear war is not the end
Nuclear
war
may
be
inevitable,
however,
European war for sure and possibly a
of the world and, of course, they
because there appear to be dark, evil forces
world war.”
are scientifically correct. There
Mr. Yeltsin also said about putting
is no such thing as a nuclear
that must clash with each other in order to
troops in Kosovo: “They want to
winter.
That theory has been
consume themselves. Would you want to stop
bring in ground troops. They are
done away with for more than a
them from doing so?
preparing for that. They want simply
decade.
No serious scientist
to seize Yugoslavia to make it their
would maintain it.”
protectorate. We cannot let that happen to you attack a country is you blind its sensors.
So, we see that nuclear war is not really
Yugoslavia. I repeat again, Russia will not get They would use particle-beam weapons or an unrealistic option. The Russians have very
involved if the Americans do not push us.”
lasers to blind our D.S.T. satellites, or they clean bombs that are designed to kill great
Mr. Nyquist then pointed out the fact that could attack the ground relay stations that numbers of people without significantly
the Russians have mobilized their naval units carry the signals from the satellites. So, all polluting the environment. Their objective is to
and have called up 170,000 new recruits—a we would know is that our radars weren’t win a nuclear war, not to pollute the planet.
draft of 18 to 27 year olds.
working and that there was some kind of One week after the bombing soldiers can march
Art then asked, ”Why has this news not terrorism in the United States. We would not into the area.
made it to the regular media outlets. I mean launch until we could see an attack coming,
Mr. Nyquist told Art’s audience to look at
170,000 troops—that should make the nightly and they would be sure to make sure we his recent articles on Newsmax at http://
news. Why has it not?” Jeffrey responded that couldn’t see it. And all they have to do is w w w . n e w s m a x . c o m /
Reuters and A.P. (Associated Press) have been create 30 minutes of confusion and they can articlesby.shtml?byline=J.R._Nyquist, and see for
pretty good about covering it, but that the major get an attack in.”
yourself the disturbing findings of his research
newspapers and television news just don’t pick
Mr. Nyquist also reported that the entire over the past several months.
it up. “Perhaps it is because we don’t take the country is ringed with 10,000 to 12,000 highly
A poll was recently taken in Russia which
Russsians seriously.”
effective anti-ballistic missiles which would stop showed that two-thirds of the Russian people
When Mr. Nyquist says that we do not take any missiles that we might try to send into believe that Russia will be attacked by N.A.T.O.
the Russians seriously, he appears to be inferring
that our government in Washington, D.C.
functions independently from the One World
Controllers hell-bent on destroying and
depopulating the world. However, we do not
have a government that functions independently
from the World Controllers. The perception
by Ray Bilger
that is generated from Washington is one that
would lead the average person to believe that
This book shatters the image that has traditionally been portrayed as American History,
we have a government that functions
by exposing the high-level corruption that passes for business as usual in the Halls of
independently, but that is not the case in reality.
Congress, the White House and throughout our entire Judicial system.
The reason this is not covered by the mainstream
The Untold History Of America was written for the specific purpose of providing a high
media is because there is another agenda at
school textbook for all American schools that would educate students about the real nature of
our national situation. With a clear understanding of things as they exist in reality, students
work, and the average person is simply kept
will then be in a much better position to go on in life and do something to correct our current
ignorant of it.
downhill course.
Bill Clinton is a puppet and he knows all
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it is today, where we went
too well that if he were to even think about
wrong,
who are the responsible parties, and what we can do to bring back the American Dream
really doing something on his own that was at
our
forefathers
and mothers fought so hard to establish and gave their very lives to defend.
variance from the agenda he is fed (such as
Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original inhabitants of America, the
perhaps speaking a bit of truth), he would die
Native
Americans. They lived for thousands of years on this continent in complete harmony
of a heart attack overnight, or his jet plane, Air
and balance with the Earth. With their help we may yet be able to turn things around so that
Force One, would blow up, or some other
our tomorrows will be something we will all be honored to pass on to the children who are our
“accident” would end his political career and
future generations.
maybe his life!
The first 16 parts of Ray Bilgers ongoing research are
Art then asked Jeffrey what are Russia’s
capabilities and intentions. Jeffrey said: “Their
compiled into the book:
navy has been modernized—more modern,
The Untold History Of America, Vol. I.
quieter submarines—more deadly. They have
Now available from Wisdom Books & Press for:
created a new generation of road-mobile
I.C.B.M.s. They deployed a regiment of them
$10. plus $3.50 S/H = $13.50 U.S.
in December [1998]. These have a transOutside U.S. $10. S/H = $20.
antarctic attack capability. That means instead
Please see order form on Back Page
of attacking America over the North Pole, they
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This is very serious play, ones who can function as tools to
next. And, there was recently a big march in important purpose.
implement HIS mission of transitioning this
Moscow and the banners that were being carried and should not be taken lightly.
called for all-out war against N.A.T.O. The
Nuclear war may be inevitable, however, planet out of darkness and into LIGHT.
scariest banner carried by the marchers said because there appear to be dark, evil forces How long each of us stays within the
“IT’S TIME TO START BOMBING THE that must clash with each other in order to p h y s i c a l g a m e d o e s d e t e r m i n e t o a
MILITARY BASES IN THE UNITED consume themselves. Would you want to considerable extent whether or not we will
STATES.” It appears that the “Great Satan” is stop them from doing so? If this is the be able to perform and function down here
becoming less popular every day.
Russia case, then it might be wise for us to as tools for Creator.
considers Yugoslavia like a little brother and is prepare for such an eventuality, because
If we are to have a better world, then
we will create it as co-creators with the
nuclear war is survivable.
fully prepared to protect it.
Dead people do not serve any great ONE who put us here—the ONE in whom
Now for some information which should
cause even greater concern. Jeffrey said: “Russia purpose in Creator’s plan for the future of we live and move and have our being. No
and China have now aligned themselves. They this planet. Creator needs living, breathing one else can or will do it for us. If it
are sharing all intelligence with each other. human beings in this three-dimensional will be done, we must do it, together.
They demilitarized their
common border last year.
Russia pulled 300 combat
units off the Chinese border.
The Chinese pulled a similar
number off the Russian
border.
This is the most
tremendous shift in the global
balance of power since World
“Achieve the wisdom of knowledge of Truth, as this will enable
War II.”
you to wisely follow the Laws of The Creation.”
He continued: “When
Henry Kissinger went to China
A WISDOM BOOKS & PRESS PUBLICATION
in 1971, China was not a
world power, but it is a world
power now.” He said if you
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
do not have access to the
NAME:__________________________________________________DATE:____________
Internet you can dial 1-800NEWSMAX.
“Russia and
ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________
China have now brought India
CITY:__________________________________________________STATE:_____________
and Iran into their alliance, and,
ZIP:____________ PHONE:__________________________________________________
of course, Syria and Iraq are
there already. So, you have
CREDIT CARD #________________________________________________EXP:_______
this massive block of countries
SIGNATURE:______________________________________________________________
ready to move.”
(WE ACCEPT VISA, DISCOVER AND MASTERCARD ONLY)
Mr. Nyquist then showed
how we have at the same
Please make Check or Money Order in
time weakened our defenses.
U.S. Funds Only
“We’re down from 37 Air
Payable to: The SPECTRUM
Force wings to 13. Our Navy
has gone from 541 ships down
Thank You!
to 339. We’re down to only
10 Divisions in our Army.
Unless we have a massive
SUBSCRIPTIONS
mobilization, we could not
Single Subscriptions
Quantity Subscriptions
prevail on all those fronts.”
If
you
have
fully
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25
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100 TOTAL
QTY
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comprehended all of what has
copies copies copies copies copies
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been said herein, you no
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real possibilities we face in the
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very near future.
If the
knowledge about these
9101 West Sahara Ave., Suite 105-158
disturbing possibilities awakens
Las Vegas, NV 89117
within us a commitment to do
something about this situation
toll free 1-877-280-2866
to prevent a nuclear war, then
email address: thespectrum@tminet.com
it will have served an
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What Has Happened Since
The CONTACT Lock-Out?
An Update For SPECTRUM Readers
5/18/99

RICK MARTIN

When you last heard from us, Dr. Ed
Young, Rick Martin, Gail Irwin, and the rest of
the CONTACT staff had been locked-out of
their offices on the evening of March 24. A
lot has happened since then, and while we
prefer to not dwell on the events over the last
few months, many of you have voiced concern
about the diabolical antics that have taken
place, and still more have expressed great
anxiousness about the birthing of The
SPECTRUM. In response to your requests for
answers, and now that we are finally free of a
legal blockage that literally prevented us from
communicating with each of you, a brief
delineation of facts and events in newsworthy
format may now be put forth. [Editor’s note:
“Newsworthy” implies we have proof of our
facts; they are not idle or vindictive allegations
or, as some stretch same, outright lies. This
is what separates legitimate—if unflattering—
news about people and situations from
purposefully libelous and slanderous
pronouncements, which are punishable through
both state and federal law.]
On April 7, under the direction of E.J. and
Doris Ekker, CONTACT, Inc. and Phoenix
Source Distributors, Inc. (Plaintiffs) filed a
lawsuit against Edwin Young, Gail Irwin, Rick
Martin, Charles Neil, Brent Moorhead, Wisdom
Books & Press, Inc., and Does 1-XX
(Defendants) in Case A401583 in the District
Court, Clark County, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Immediately after filing this suit, which notably
was not physically served on most of the
Defendants until several weeks later, there was
what is referred to as an ex-parte hearing for a
Temporary Restraining Order. None of the
Defendants were aware that this hearing took
place (ex-parte means without the other side
present), and a Temporary Restraining Order
against Wisdom Books & Press, Inc. and The
SPECTRUM was put into place.
This Restraining Order prohibited us from
“further communicating in any manner

whatsoever with persons disclosed on such
mailing list pending the hearing on the
preliminary injunction...” and was itself a
remarkable example of the deterioration (and
“inside” manipulation) of the judicial system in
that, under the First Amendment, restraining a
newspaper from publication is a serious matter
and not something to be granted in such a
cavalier manner as was done. Meanwhile, the
lawsuit itself was inflated with numerous causes
of action against the Defendants, including
“misappropriation of trade secrets”, “libel”,
“malicious conduct”, “deceptive trade practice”,
“intentional interference with contractual
relations”, and “intentional interference with
prospective economic advantage”.
On April 15, Edwin Young, Rick Martin,
Gail Irwin, Norey Latona, and Charles Neil
(Plaintiffs), filed an “in pro per” lawsuit against
CONTACT, Inc., Phoenix Source Distributors,
Inc., Continental Developers, Inc., Global
Alliance Investment Association, Unlimited
Movement, Inc., New Gaia Products, Inc., the
Phoenix Institute For Research & Education,
Ltd., E.J. Ekker, Doris Ekker, Diane Echert
(Kunick), Ron Kirzinger, Ellene Stratton, Bruce
Tracy, Corporations 1-XX, Does 1-XX,
(Defendants) in Case A401924 in the same
District Court, Clark County, Nevada.
This
case included many legitimate causes of action
against the Defendants, including “libel”,
“slander”, “defamation”, “interference with
livelihood and advantageous business
relationships”, and “breach of contract”.
Defendants were physically served with the suit
on April 16.
Obviously, this much stressful legal activity
required tedious document gathering,
reconstruction of events, and many discussions
leading to the finished product. Add to this
mix the necessity of finding new office space
for The SPECTRUM, getting the offices
physically ready for occupancy (paint, carpeting,
office furniture, supplies, etc.), purchasing and
programming of computers, selecting and
installing a new phone system—well, you get

the idea; in a word, we’ve been very, very busy.
And
contrary
to
the
ongoing,
unconscionable flood of libelous commentary
from the Ekkers, this new office has been
made possible, not through the stealing of
funds (or anything else) from CONTACT, but
through generous financial help from
SPECTRUM supporters, to whom we are
extremely grateful and literally indebted. As
we stated in the bright yellow Special
Invitation order blank for a free copy of the
Premier Issue of The SPECTRUM, that was
included in our last “CONTACT Staff
Locked-Out” issue of CONTACT on March
26: “This gift has been made financially
possible through some very generous and
supportive donors. These ones wish to see
The Light of Truth continue to shine forth,
for the benefit of all Lightworkers and Ground
Crew everywhere, who thirst for Insight and
effort toward lending a helping hand at this
most exciting time of planetary transition.”
As we also mentioned in our last edition
of CONTACT, and we again mention here
for the record, the mailing address for The
SPECTRUM is: 9101 W. Sahara #105-158,
Las Vegas, NV 89117. Our toll-free
telephone number is: 877-280-2866.
Let it be made very clear that, unlike our
legally “bound and gagged” situation during
these past months, Doris and E.J. Ekker (and
associates) have not been restrained from putting
out their unique version of events. To say that
they took advantage of this opportunity to paint
often self-contradictory (to the discerning
reader), grossly fictional panoramas, laced with
vitriolic and legally libelous tirades against all
of us, is a restrained understatement of the
facts.
This one-sided broadcasting of
propaganda has understandably created some
confusion in the minds of our readership.
However, many clues have presented themselves
for the discerning observer and, in the Larger
Picture of schoolroom Earth lessons, we should
all be thankful for such exquisite (if seemingly
painful or tedious) testing of our growth in
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awareness and discernment.
Many weeks ago our dear Marina (of Native
American ancestry, who is now answering the
SPECTRUM telephones when you call), in
typically succinct style, said: “Why, you’d
have to be DEAD not to see all the clues!”
when referring to the dark energies
overshadowing Doris Ekker’s so-called
“Hatonn” writings for some long time. From
the feedback we have received from
approximately one thousand of you, it is clear
that while many of you can differentiate the
telltale clues of Darkness or Light, some
cannot or will not—and that is their choice.
One particularly ridiculous example of
legally libelous fiction put out under the banner
of the “new” CONTACT, and written personally
by Doris and E.J. Ekker, accused Gail Irwin
and me of sending bombs through the mail to
the Philippines from Las Vegas and, as if that
wasn’t enough, of stealing books from the Las
Vegas warehouse of Phoenix Source
Distributors—at the precise time Gail and I
were north of San Francisco, visiting my
brother and his family! (For those interested,
we even have travel receipts, photographs, and
witnesses to prove it.) This one example is so
far from the truth that the question begs to be
asked: Just how many other similar examples
of blatant “creative truth-telling” must there be?
Indeed, serious questions of accountability and
the breaking of state and federal libel and
slander laws exist, if we become inclined to
pursue further legal actions.
On this subject of testing and discernment,
there was one thing we all noticed: Why has
it been that no one approached any of us to
ask if these accusations were true? How
convenient (and lazy) to simply accept such
irresponsible pronouncements as fact, just
because they are stated with the skill of the
professional at such deceptive manipulation.
The lessons and testings in discernment have
been so intense these past few months as to
stagger the sensibilities, not to even mention the
increased need for Lighted and discriminating
reading of recent material being put forth by
these “masters of illusion”.
But in the midst of all this, on a more
positive note, there are some pearls within the
muck. One such pearl came to be on April
17, when Gail Irwin and I were married in a
small, private ceremony. This was certainly
a bright light amidst the swirling darkness of
events at that time. Some of you readers will
smile and nod in appreciation of the
recognition of some kind of “balance” in the
flow of events related to the Larger Picture
of this play.
Returning for a moment to another one of
the Ekkers’ libelous assertions—the issue of
accusing us of stealing books from the Las
Vegas warehouse of Phoenix Source
Distributors—Dr. Pierre Cloutier of America
East Publishers & Distributors (the actual
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owner of the books in question, WISDOM OF rather than supporting your fruitless MISTHE RAYS: The Masters Teach, Vol.I ) had GUIDED ventures that are—and have been for
this to say in a letter dated April 1, 1999, quite a while—A MAJOR DISTRACTION to
which had been sent directly to Doris and E.J. the greater goal of Higher Information
Ekker and which left no room for the kind Dispersal.”
of “misinterpretation” that the Ekkers
To further emphasize his valid, legal
masterfully spin:
position as owner of the WISDOM volumes, in
“It has been a long time since I have no uncertain legal terms, in an affidavit from
written you, and I certainly did not expect my Dr. Cloutier dated April 9, 1999, which he
first letter to be one lambasting your pitiful wrote in preparation for the legal battle then
tactics. Here I speak of your latest whinings being waged against us, he stated:
and attempts to seize property not belonging
“It is therefore sheer nonsense for the
to you or Phoenix Source Distributors, the Ekkers to incriminate, in any way, shape, or
relevant documents reaffirming this having form, Rick Martin or Gail Irwin or Brent
been faxed or read out to you from Nevada Moorhead or Dr. Ed Young for what was a
Corporate Headquarters.
legitimate business decision and action
“Am I to assume that such a request to prompted, need I say it again, by irrational and
forcibly seize another’s property (i.e., theft) untrustworthy behavior on the part of the
is conduct sanctioned by your ‘Hatonn’? How Ekkers in recent months. Doris/Hatonn and
foolish as I observe you subverting a truly E.J. Ekker’s vindictive, erroneous allegations
magnificent building-up process of a once toward the above persons are thus strenuously
critically influential enterprise into a disaster objected to by America East Publishers. I, Dr.
zone erasing over a decade’s work by Pierre Cloutier, hereby personally testify to each
engendering division, destruction, and chaos— aforementioned person’s irreproachable
trademark signs of the adversary at work!
professional conduct and above-board business
“In a recent writing authored by your relations, enjoyed over a period of several
‘Hatonn’, you remark that you are about to years.”
lose an important teammate. Perhaps. But
Enough said on that particular subject. For
what brought this on? It is not Ed Young’s those of you who were receiving the Ekkers’
impeccable conduct that has made me ‘turn propaganda through email or other routes, we
against’ you.
You, yourselves, by can definitely document a severe distortion of
ALLOWING the adversary a foothold, have fact in their outlay. One is left to consider if
brought this upon you. If, by this, your this behavior is simply irrational, due to
‘Hatonn’ means I have left you for the compromised mental functioning, or calculated
adversary, then he is wrong. YOU are the and purposeful, to advance a more sinister
adversary, and anyone who similarly behaves agenda. In either case, we again emphasize the
is no longer in my favor. I, along with most serious nature of the infractions against libel
who you foolishly tear down, have unbending laws at both state and federal levels.
allegiance to God of Lighted Creation. We
At some time we hope to tell you more
are not about getting caught up in playing of the astonishing details of the Angels who
favorites or taking sides. We are about ‘our have watched over us as we walked this
Father’s business’ and getting The Word out bumpy road. They came in many forms and
is—do you remember?—the principal focus, from many directions, quietly and seemingly
or should be, for all of us. And yes, the out of nowhere. None were more colorful or
SPIRITUAL TRUTH is THE ONE aspect that competent than the legal counsel which came
needs the greatest possible emphasis as it is to our rescue when, early on in the outlay of
the most lacking in
the
world.
Therefore,
the
Ronald W. Truman
WISDOM volumes,
Attorney at Law
which you take a
certain relish in
ridiculing lately,
Dixon, Truman & Kelleher
stand out as the
Attorneys at Law
finest and most
a r t i c u l a t e
collections of Truth
3811 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 112
currently
being
offered on the
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
planet—and THAT
is a big enough
incentive
for
telephone (702) 821-1821
America East to be
facsimile (702) 259-9759
publishing
such
Utah office (435) 688-1505
books at this time,
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the nasty attack upon us, it became clear that
we required professional legal counsel.
It was through the guided efforts of a
gifted Mayan shaman (no kidding!), who
entered the picture at, literally, the perfect
time, that we became connected with an
exceptional Las Vegas attorney, whom we
recommend highly and without reservation.
His name is Ronald W. Truman of Dixon,
Truman & Kelleher (phone 702-821-1821; see
insert on previous page). Thanks to his
efforts and ongoing negotiations with the
attorney of Doris and E.J. Ekker, etc., a
mutually agreeable settlement has been
reached and f iled with the court, and both
suits have now been dropped. As was said
earlier, the Temporary Restraining Order has
been lifted, giving us the right to
communicate directly with you. In order to
continue to receive The SPECTRUM, beyond
this free Premier Issue, you will need to call
or write to us to subscribe. We are providing
both an insert flyer and an information box
elsewhere in this paper to facilitate that
subscribing process.
Your responses to our offer for the Premier
Issue of The SPECTRUM were overwhelming.
Here are just a few excerpts from some of the
wonderful flood of letters which accompanied
your Order Forms:
“I did notice, looking back, that Doris
Ekker’s personal articles did seem to become a
little more rambling. I did notice a decrease in
energy, a fuzziness might be a good way to
describe it.
“I received a CONTACT from Doris and
E.J. Ekker. After reading some of their
writings, I skipped to ‘Hatonn’. Yikes! And
the black cloud got bigger and bigger. I
stopped reading.”—M.M.
“I humbly add my support to Dr. Young,
Rick Martin, and all who have striven so
valiantly over the past couple months to
preserve the spiritual writings in the CONTACT
newspaper. And I add my prayers to so many
others that the Ekkers, such wondrous and
faithful servants of God for so many years, will
find their way back to His loving embrace.
“May God keep you all beneath His Shield
of Light, Love, and Protection. Thank you for
everything you have done in His name for so
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long”!—S.J.
“I, too, had noticed the decline in significant
information, particularly from Hatonn, in the
last couple months.
“When your ‘work-buster’ issue [of March
15] arrived, I read all 44 pages.
“My f irst thought was that perhaps
Dharma and E.J. have been replaced. After
all, we know from the tremendous work of
Dr. Beter that the technology has been in
active use for over 20 years now.”—K.J.
“I am sending you my support and want
to congratulate you and the rest of the former
CONTACT staff for the stand that you took.
It must have been painful to be locked-out of
what I’ve come to know as God’s
workshop.”—C.H.
“I read the letters printed in the ‘paper’
they (Bruce and Diane) sent out to
subscribers, and the writing from ‘Commander
Hatonn’ had no Light at all. I feel bad for
the Ekkers, scared even, but as Sananda said,
they need Light even more now. There was
no mention at all about giving Light to the
‘thieves’ or forgiveness, etc., in the writings
from the Ekkers, which to me is a clear give
away that they are not of the Light.”—R.M.J.
“Must not forget to add that I’m so glad you
are putting all the spiritual letters in from Soltec,
Sananda, St. Germain, Aton and Hatonn.…
“To me, when E.J. and Doris said what
they did, it proved their color in the end. Even
Satan comes as an angel of Light.”—T.V.
“The changing of the locks and the crazed
individual snapping pictures—is an extremely
predictable dark-ego behavior; I have witnessed
it before, very typical.
“All of you should be proud of yourselves,
as I am of you. You did all the right things in
behavior and attitude through all of this and
were totally open and honest with us about the
happenings.”—Dr. C.M.
“Thought I’d write and see how the
SPECTRUM is coming along, being as I haven’t
received anything. After reading the last
CONTACT, I was worried about your lives as
Doris really sounded like a crazy woman. My
friends thought the same thing. I read it all the
way through, not wanting to, but felt if I was
to discern it all I had too. I was chewing nails
when I got through, I was so upset. I really feel
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sorry for her and E.J. and do send them Love
and Light. My friends couldn’t finish it, they
were so upset.
“We all feel you did the only thing you
could have done and we stand behind you. We
loved all the spiritual messages enclosed in the
last few CONTACTs you were in charge of. We
all were getting upset with her Hatonn messages
for quite awhile. They just rambled on and I
found quite a few contradictions. I didn’t write
them down, I would just say ‘that’s a
contradiction’.
“I didn’t know if you couldn’t mail anything
as they said something about using their mailing
list, but I know those who wanted it sent to the
address in Las Vegas, but didn’t know if they
had been confiscated so am enclosing mine and
the few I know wanted your first issue sent.
Hope your financing has come through. Thanks
for keeping the faith and I hope they don’t start
a lawsuit against you as seems to be their path
of revenge. May Hatonn and your Guardian
Angels always be with you to guide and protect
you.” —M.J.
“I guess I inwardly noticed a change in
Hatonn’s messages for quite some time now. I
would read a few paragraphs and, with a fleeting
pang of guilt, pass it up for other articles. After
thinking back and reflecting, the writing to me
was disengaged and confusing, long-winded,
without any clear message. Lately, I would
pass up the messages altogether after a short
glimpse. I didn’t realize at the time what I
was doing; it was like second nature. I
thought you might f ind this interesting. I
guess the inner-self knows when something is
amiss.”—M.L.
“I also received, via one in Tehachapi who
seems to be on the opposite side, the 21st and
22nd Hatonn (Doris) writings. If anyone can’t
see the ego and dark force coming through, they
had better go back and do some restudy.
“I’ve noticed for a long time now that the
ego was coming through, hot and heavy. I
cancelled the tapes because I couldn’t take it any
longer.”—J.B.
And lastly, this:
“From the beginning of my acquaintance with
your publications, about 10 years ago or so, I
have been non-plused many times by the
contradictory contents of Hatonn’s messages.
The severe scolding and harangues that
have been delivered in an unloving tone,
and then usually within the same
message the opposite switch to
assurances of love, etc.
I have
contemplated dropping my subscription
several times as I could not accept the
‘putting down’ of the very ones who are
earnest enough in their seeking to be
subscribers, by calling them stupid and
several other uncomplimentary names.
Therefore, I never accepted these portions
as coming from an enlightened being, but
there have been other features and articles
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in CONTACT that kept me going.
“From the articles directly authored by
Doris Ekker, I did note the similarity to those
of Hatonn—the tremendous wordiness and
harshness that would creep in, just as in
Hatonn’s…
.
“It is heart-breaking to look back and recall
the bitterness and harshness purportedly coming
from Hatonn in speaking of past ones who, at
one time, were lauded to the skies, and then,
harshly condemned. I have never reconciled
myself to this aspect of the Phoenix Institute and
the CONTACT and always put it aside on that
mental shelf of ‘non-understood’ items.”—C.M.
Needless to say, the insights shared through
these letters (and hundreds others like them) give
us all food for thought on the subject of
discernment. Remember that we who were
responsible for the contents of the paper were
well aware that matters were reaching a
noticeably deteriorated state as far as
contributions from Doris Ekker were concerned.
Remember also that the previously held back 9/
28/96 writing from Commander Hatonn, shared
in the March 15, 1999 issue on page 6, gently
suggested that Doris have a rest or there would
be troubles down the road. No one looking
at the later developing situation objectively can
argue with the accuracy of that message!
Meanwhile, on the home front it seems
there has been a renewed interest in the
activities of the Ekkers and their Phoenix
Institute by Bakersfield (California) television
KGET (NBC) channel 17 news. In a broadcast
aired on May 13, titled Falling Of The Phoenix,
reporter Rebecca Kline stated: “It’s been called
everything from a crazy group to a cult. But
now, former insiders claim the leaders are
criminals. Imagine getting so hooked on an
idea you give up your money, even sell your
mother’s estate, and that is what one man said
happened to him.”
One woman interviewed on the program
said, “The meetings changed from what I call
a spiritual and warm and loving-type meeting,
to one of name-calling and threatening things,
where people felt that everybody else was the
bad guy because they wanted their money
back.”
In the broadcast aired the following
evening, May 14, reporter Rebecca Kline said:
“A controversial Tehachapi cult is under fire
tonight. This time, it is not because they
believe that they communicate with a spirit
living on a space ship.
“Insiders told me that, on the surface, the
Phoenix Group looks to be spiritually
driven—but peal back the layers, and they
say that you’ll find a ‘divide-and-conquerstyle’ operation.”
Ray Bilger, a former feature writer for
CONTACT and now with The SPECTRUM,
stated on the air: “E.J. kind of runs things
as though he’s a king. He rules by decree.
He tells somebody that ‘I want you to do
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this’ and you’re going to do this.”
Another woman interviewed on this
program stated: “People will do what a leader
tells them to do. And so, once you don’t need
somebody to tell you what to do, then you
become independent. And they were not
interested in independent thinkers.”
In the meantime, after a recent visit home
to Tehachapi, California, which was cut short
by the call of “urgent business matters”, Doris
and E.J. Ekker abruptly returned to the
Philippines.
Turning to other matters, many letters to
The SPECTRUM have inquired about funds sent
to CONTACT or other Phoenix-related
companies.
All monies, whether for
subscriptions, orders, etc., must be taken up
with them. We, of course, have nothing to do
with them. Recent false (legally libelous)
allegations about us stripping accounts or
stealing computers have been made without
any basis in fact, and in reality are designed
to diver t attention away from what
incompetence is in place to run things there.
We could say much, much more of an
unflattering nature and still keep within the
legal context of documentable news, but we
prefer to not drag this out. Much will
undoubtedly come out in the public forum
before all is said and done.
Obviously recent months have created many
learning experiences for each of us. These
have been hard lessons, and ones which have
instilled an even deeper respect for the help
we do receive from Above, if we but ask. It
is time for us here at The SPECTRUM to put
this episode behind us and move forward in
honor of our chosen mission of disseminating
The Truth to you of the interested reading
audience. Unless the situation strongly
warrants it, we will make a concerted effort
to not revisit these issues in the coming
editions of The SPECTRUM. Rather, we intend
to focus on critical matters related to what lies
in store for us in the months and years ahead.
We will share many spiritual teachings with
you, as well as many straight-reporting news
stories. Heaven knows there’s enough going on
under our noses every day that the regular
controlled media won’t tell you.
It is our sincerest hope that you will join
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with us in our new venture here at The
SPECTRUM and, by all means, if you have
information or news that you feel should be
shared with a wider audience, please send it
to us.
We promise to be more attentive to
the need for communication, and please accept
our belated apologies, for we have been unable
to communicate about these matters until now.
We at SPECTRUM wish to focus our
energies on positive and constructive change,
on building and nurturing, on pulling together
to bring you infor mation that would not
normally cross your path. There comes a time
when moving on is the only wise choice, and
that is exactly what we have done and are
doing—moving on with our commitment to
bring forth The Word so that the choices you
make may truly be informed choices. This is
the theme of the First Law of The Creation
that is prominently displayed in our new
masthead.
The SPECTRUM will embark on an exciting
journey with you of the reading audience, a
journey that will carry us to destinations as
yet unknown, regions as yet unexplored. To
journey forth IN TRUTH, we must first be free
from the darkly motivated encumbrances which
have held us back, stifled our ease of growth,
and restricted the free flow of God’s bountiful
Energy and Light. It is in this spirit of
Growth (with a capital G) that we are pleased
to invite you to participate with us in seeking
out Truth—wherever it may take us.
Those who insist on the ways of poison
pens and cutting tongues will reap their just
rewards as surely as the Law of Return
operates without fail throughout the entire
Omniverse of universes. For our part, we shall
always stand responsible for that which we do,
that which we say, that which we are. And,
when holding strong within the Shield of Truth,
the chaff shall simply fall away from the
nourishing wheat.
Meanwhile, for us, the entire Hosts of God
stand ready to guide and to share with us their
Wisdom and Insights, in keeping with the
Warmth and Light of their accomplishments
as Master Teachers here at this time of the
Great Planetary Transition. We hope you feel
the urge to join with us on this most
excellent adventure!
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Soltec: Growth Comes From
Understanding Of Truth
5/22/99

SOLTEC

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Ceres
Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come in the
Radiant One Light of Creator Source. Be at
peace and be still.
You can see that there has been a Guiding
Hand working through the various players on
the playing field. Even the legal “wrinkles”
have proven to be beneficial to you ones.
Proceed diligently with using these gifts for
there are, indeed, good reasons why you were
given them. Appreciate what has taken place
and know there will always be this same
Guiding Factor in your lives.
These more blatant examples are easier to
see than are the more subtle ones. Just
remember that this Guiding Hand is always a
part of your growth experience, even when
“things” don’t seem to turn out the way you
would like them to.
A course correction is never a pleasant
experience to go through, for there is always
the perception of wasted time and/or backtracking. Know that it is far better to go
through the experience of a course correction
than to continue to “wander” in denial that an
error has been made.
Doris will continue to generate confusion
around her, and even her most loyal followers
will begin to awaken to the blatant contradictions.
Her Higher Self is now setting the stage for a
very important growth experience, and though it
will not be pleasant for her, it will be very
beneficial for her soul growth.
Much Light is sent her way, and this is as it
should be, for the benefit of all involved in this
play. It is usually not until after ones pass from
the physical experience that they realize the
perfection of the so called “tragedies” in life.
This is to say that ones often do not realize,
while in the physical, that they deliberately
create the seemingly negative conditions as
much as the positive ones.
The Higher Self seeks growth through
knowledge and understanding, and will
generate conditions that satisfy this desire.
Much like the way a scientist may destroy
(sacrifice) a piece of equipment in an effort to
explore uncharted areas, so too may you ones
choose to experience “unpleasant” conditions

which will cause you to stretch and grow
beyond what limits you may consciously prefer.
Allow one another to their free-will choices,
and learn to respect the choices of each, even if
you disagree with them. All (each and every
one) of you are creating your own reality, and
therein creating your own opportunities to
grow. Sometimes it is more productive to
allow ones to touch the hot stove, and learn for
themselves the wisdom of not doing so, than it
is to lecture repeatedly on why one should not
touch the hot stove.
Each of you can ONLY learn FOR
YOURSELVES; no one can do it FOR you.
Your Higher Self strives always to learn, and
thus will continue to create the opportunities for
even the most stubborn ones to eventually move
forward in learning and growth.
The physical experience is one of
unlimited possibilities and opportunities.
You will eventually learn to master your
environment and take deliberate conscious
control over creating exactly what you want.
The true answers are often directly opposite
from what you have been trained to believe
by those who would rather you stay ignorant
to the creative process and to your inner
ability to create exactly what you want. This
is to say that many will have to completely
change their thinking in order to understand
and break free from the repetitive rut they
are continually recreating.
Each of you are generating the necessary
conditions in your lives so that this
transformation can occur. You must be diligent
in your seeking and willing to accept the idea
that what you hold as truth today may be in
error and, in many cases, the inverse of the true
picture. Much like mathematical equations
formulated to explain some phenomenon in
physics, sometimes there is more than one
equation that can be written which will seem to
support the data at hand. However, upon
closer inspection (further seeking), you will find
that only one equation (way of looking at the
problem) will hold true always, while others
only hold true part of the time.
This is a critical time to keep your Light
shielding up! Do not think for a moment that
just because you have won a “battle” that all
your “troubles” will go away. Wise travelers

would still be shoring up their foundation, for
often there is a calm in the midst of a storm as
the eye of the storm passes over. The cycle is
only passing through the “zero” point of the
sine-wave that makes up the complete cycle.
The adversary does not let up, for he is a
master gamesman and knows that the most
opportune time to make his next move is when
the guard is down and his unsuspecting
opponents believe that the game is over and
that they have already won. Be aware that
there are great challenges ahead for each and
every one of you, and though they may or may
not seem to be related to events of recent past,
be assured that they are and that you will be
faced with challenges that will cause you to go
within and make very personal choices that will
determine your future participation in the
mission at hand.
This is not a time for those who are weak
of heart. Each of your weaknesses will be
shown to you and you will be given an
opportunity to strengthen and grow past your
current perception of ability—or you will
naturally choose a path of lesser challenge.
Each of you will choose for yourselves, and
each will have to carry your own “burden”.
Again, the wise traveler will quickly
determine and discard that which is of
excess baggage so as to make the journey
more pleasant and less tedious. Would it be
wise to gather all of your gold coins and put
them in your pocket during a flood?
Likewise, would it be wise to cast away an
inflatable life jacket because others might
think you to be paranoid for even having one?
Truly wise people seldom walk the path of
the masses. There will always be intersecting
points, but rarely for any great length of time.
This is often because these ones see their
destination and know where they are heading.
These ones will not be as easily distracted by
the weightiness of the physical environment
and all of its “trappings”.
Again, I remind you ones that the only
“thing” you take with you when you leave the
physical environment is the knowledge and
experience you have gleaned. All the rest is
recycled into the ever evolving, ever expanding
play of “life”. Let not the distractions clutter
your path or get in your way. Seek always to
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better yourself, to learn something new that you
are interested in, and thus to explore the desires
of your heart.
What is it that YOUR heart desires
above all else?
Most will say something like “true
happiness”. Well, true happiness is a
byproduct of following your heart and
fulfilling your intended purpose for coming
into the physical in the first place. This may
sound like we are “talking in circles” but the
fact of the matter is that you find TRUE
happiness in learning how to interpret the
Guidance of the Heart Connection, and then
following this Inner Guidance, thereby
fulfilling your purpose.
One who is TRULY connected and
following their heart will not ever find their life
in some sort of “stagnation”. Growth is an
integral part of your soul’s desire, central to
fulfilling your purpose. One of the biggest
problems you ones face is the challenge of
“growing pains”—in that you often want to run
away from those desires of the heart (Higher
Self ) which cause you to stretch and grow in
directions your physical ego deems
uncomfortable. In other words, following the
heart rarely means taking the easy path—
though ones frequently are tempted by that
rationalization.
None of you came forth seeking to reinvent
the same wheel, over and over again. Many of
you have found it more comfortable to get into
a relatively slow-paced, repetitive routine of
living from day-to-day, simply waiting for
“something” to “happen”. This will never
garner you true happiness and is actually an
escape from the challenge of truly living life.
Seek newness and you will find movement
(growth through experience). With movement
comes emotional feedback from within. Learn to
monitor closely the sensations associated with
movement. This will help you to decide for
yourself which is the appropriate direction to take.
What is “right” for you may not be “right”
for another. You may find that you are leaving
behind longtime acquaintances and making new
ones who are more in alignment with where
you are heading. In doing so, you will not
only find that you no longer feel stagnant, but
also that you are setting an example for others
to follow.
The path of the wayshower is one of
movement and example to others. Each of you
are teachers as much as you are students. You
who are moved to read messages like this have
gained enough experience to let go of the
limiting beliefs that are generally taught to the
masses, and you have, through very interesting
routes, come to a point in your awareness that
you can accept such things as the reality of we
of the Hosts and our ability to bring forth this
sort of message.
Look back upon the path you have walked
in order to get to where you are this day. It
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not only prepared you for being able to accept
concepts and beliefs that are away from the
“norm”, but it has and is preparing you for the
next step (movement forward)—and that is to
apply more fully what you know and become
an example to others.
As the larger events and resulting challenges
of this Planetary Transition manifest in the
physical, you each will have a very grand
opportunity to share with others what you
know. There is fast approaching a time when
events will completely overwhelm the general
masses.
Your planet is being systematically
prepared to accept that you are not alone in
the universe. There will be massive
confusion generated because the so-called
“elite” controllers (who dictate “reality” to
so many) have done a wonderful job over
the years of convincing the masses that only
“fools” and “lunatics” would believe in
extraterrestrials.
Meanwhile, the truth of the matter, again, is
the exact opposite of what many believe to be
the case, usually with great certainty. Much of
what you ones are taught to believe is
deliberately fed to you (through subtle and
sophisticated mind-control techniques) in a
covert attempt to keep you dumb and
compliant. Your so-called “elite” controllers
say that you-the-“average-drone” cannot
possibly handle the truth, for it would so
overwhelm you as to create complete
pandemonium and upheaval. The truth of the
matter is that these controlling ones are afraid to
let you ones know the truth, for you would
surely break free of the mass mental
conditioning that has so tediously and
unrelentingly been put in place on your planet.
These ones are now trying desperately to
modify your conditioning so as to cause the
masses to be frightened of extraterrestrials when
they do come. Yes, your “elite” know that we
are here, and that we are very real, and that we
WILL make our presence known in a quite
public manner at the appropriate time—and that
there is truly nothing these ones can do to stop
us when the appointed time comes!
This is when we will need every one of
you to step forward and share what you
know. This is to say that you can show,
through these very writings (and others yet
to come through this information resource),
who we are and why we are here.
Most of you will have to pick yourselves up
off the floor, first, because most of you are
quite unaware of the limiting programming that,
to varying degrees, you still hold onto. Many
a “great” scientist on your planet will be
humbled or humiliated, depending on their
perspective and their ability to accept that they
were in error. Many a great religious leader
will likewise be humbled or humiliated,
depending on their ability to accept personal
error. Others of you will be prepared to
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address the “shock wave” of reality, as much
confusion is, at first, generated within your
less-informed brethren, in response to the truth
finally being revealed on a large scale.
This confusion is a natural byproduct when
one’s reality is challenged and is abruptly
shifted in such a manner. Confusion will,
however, quickly give way to a more stable
foundation of truth, and the subsequent reality
will be stronger than the previous one could
ever be, for there will be very concrete answers
to questions such as evolution versus creation,
and what happens after you die and such.
Your so-called “elite” controllers are not
happy about this day, coming quickly around
the bend, because control of you ones goes out
the window when you operate from this
position of Truth. Control is through fear and
intimidation and ignorance; freedom comes
through the wisdom of knowledge of Truth, as
stated in the First Law of The Creation.
Our mere presence will cause your scientific
community to shed their erroneous assumptions
about such things as the ability to travel faster
than the speed of light. So many of these
“religious beliefs” of your present science have
been purposely “seeded” and nurtured and
policed by those darkly motivated ones who
wish to keep you under their control. This
control shall not prevail!
Your world will emerge from the brief time
of confusion into a quite stable and peaceful
place. This will take time and it will take ones
who can quickly adjust to very rapidly changing
conditions, for there will be much happening all
over your planet in terms of Earth-changes, wars,
economic crises, and such.
You of Ground Crew have been preparing
for these events all of your lives, whether you
realize it or not. Never underestimate the value
you can provide in the upcoming times, even if
you must function with physical limitations
such as from a wheel chair. You each will be
called upon to assist your neighbors. Be not
hesitant to offer assistance when the time
comes. Be the “rock” of stability and your
example will empower others and strengthen
them. They will hear Truth when there is no
other explanation that will suffice. Remember,
all other equations will eventually fall to the
wayside while The Truth stands the scrutiny of
even the most skeptical antagonist.
I shall leave this here for now. I am Ceres
Anthonious Soltec. I come with the Hosts of
God, in Service to the One Light—Creator
Source.
I am called upon at this time to help you
ones to prepare for and survive this Planetary
Transition (transformation). I come with many
great Teachers, all provided by Creator so that
you ones can have the best possible
opportunities to gain the wisdom of knowledge
of Truth—and thus understand your place in
the expanse of Creator Source.
Be at peace! Salu.
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Welcome To The
Premier Issue
[Continued from Front Page]

you Truth from many different sources,
often Guided to our doorstep.
Take a look at the quote prominently
displayed as part of our masthead. Many of
you will recognize this as the Highest
Command (or the First or Primary Law) of
The Creation: “Achieve the wisdom of
knowledge of Truth, as this will enable you to
wisely follow the Laws of The Creation.”
That’s Truth with a capital T—meaning
not just truth as in nonfiction, but Truth as in
Higher Knowing, Spiritual Knowing, Soul
Knowing. And that is the important distinction
which makes The SPECTRUM so unique: we
draw upon many levels of information. Some is
of this world, some is of the Higher Realms.
An integration between both worlds is
imperative for keeping your head above the
rising waters at this exciting yet turbulent time
of the Great Planetary Transition now very
much underway. This means achieving a
personal “knowledge of Truth” (with an
emphasis on the capital T). And so our goal,
SPECTRUM’s goal, is to do our best to provide
(...trumpet blast and drum roll here...) a “full
spectrum” of information—Truth—upon which
to gain knowledge, and thus acquire the wisdom
to better navigate these challenging “rapids”
of our current lifestream experience.
No one “alive” on this planet at this time
(yes, we know there are a lot of the “walking
dead” walking around) can miss the signs of the
imminent collapse of many of our current, worn
out structures in politics, education, religion,
medicine, etc. And that’s without any help from
the Earth changes, which are also escalating as
Mother Earth cleanses herself of so much of
man’s thoughtlessness. This is a time of New
Beginnings and of going back to the
Fundamentals—which include remembering that
First Law of The Creation.
From the perspective of the Higher Realms,
both Commander Hatonn and Commander
Soltec have chosen to make comment elsewhere
in this Premier Issue about the First Law of The
Creation, and elaborate a bit upon just why it is
at the top of the list of actions for forward
progress. Growth (which results from the
wisdom of knowledge of Truth) is our
evolutionary imperative as unique Lighted

fragments of Creator Source’s thinking. In the
Larger Picture, we are growing and developing,
one with another, while immersed within the
“wisdom sea” of all Creation. As more ones
begin to hold this Larger Picture in mind, how
we approach the living of life will become richer
and deeper—and thus more satisfying.
If The Spectrum can provide some direction
or inspiration for you as you make your personal
way along this path of growth, then good for all
of us, for as the First Law of The Creation
implies: as one grows, so grows all of Creation,
everywhere.
Of course that’s a big reason the Hosts of
God and the Ascended Masters are interacting
with us so closely at this time. As they have
often explained to us in their messages, they are
here not just to help us grow, but in helping us,
they too grow, as does ALL of Creation. This
theme of interconnectedness—of acknowledging
“all my relations”—is one our Native American
brothers and sisters have been trying to help us
to understand since the day we first invaded their
lands, over 500 years ago, with our primitive
notions of spirituality that included calling
them the pagans! The learning is coming
around full-circle now.
For awhile, we—The SPECTRUM—weren’t
so sure we were going to make it. As I said at
the top of this editorial, the path has been quite a
bumpy one. I have asked Rick Martin to
chronicle some of the newsworthy details about
how things unfolded, between our lock-out at
CONTACT and our start-up as SPECTRUM,
in an article elsewhere in this Premier Issue. He
has done as thorough a job of answering your
many questions as can be expected at this time.
It must be noted right away, in Rick’s
defense, that there still exist significant matters
we cannot yet share with you. These issues
weave threads of intrigue through the larger
picture in which the publicly reportable events
reside. This made the subject matter of Rick’s
article a bit complicated to outlay with a sense of
flow or completion or closure.
Just as in our reporting in those last three
“rebellious” (or courageous, depending upon
whose opinion was being expressed) issues of
CONTACT (on 3/15,22,26/99), it is helpful if
the reader is skilled both at discernment and at
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reading between the lines. Rest assured that all
will unfold, in its own good time, within the
absolute balance of the spiritual Law of Return.
Remember that the Law of Return is almost
as fundamental a learning mechanism as is the
First Law of The Creation. Especially in this
transformational time of accelerated planetary
activity, what you send out to others is going to
return to you, greatly amplified, and faster than
ever before! The Golden Rule has its basis of
truth in the Law of Return’s most important
energy-physics principle.
So, we need not overly dwell upon what
Darkly motivated attacks have been (and still
are) sent out upon us. What energies are being
sent out will circle back upon the senders and
cause corrective learning events to manifest.
We will simply keep you informed of those
happenings, as they unfold, through the normal
avenue of news reporting.
And that reminds me of another important
point which needs to be emphasized: We are a
NEWS source and team.
We deal in
documentable facts. We do not now (nor did we
in those final issues of CONTACT) ever invent
malicious, libelous, twisted assertions and present
them as fact—as has been the norm for the
Ekkers and their dutifully faithful followers. Even
seasoned, professional politicians would likely
blush at the “liberties” taken with truth by them.
A state of desperation drives their Darkly
motivated propaganda.
There exist significant state and federal laws
dealing with libelous (written) and slanderous
(spoken) activity which exhibits blatant malice
and forethought, and places the ones targeted by
that activity under legally defined “duress”. It
would be very prudent for these fibbers to take
this fact a lot more seriously than their
consciences apparently dictate. Should we so
choose to take measures of legal recourse, the
powers of the law stand very much in our favor
(a point which had a lot to do with the magnitude
and scope of the concessions made to us in the
Settlement Agreement).
Actually, we should be thankful for all the
colorful hyperbole (that’s a kinder and gentler
phrase than the phrase outright lying) being spun
by the Ekkers and their faithful followers. Why
thankful? Well, every time they publish another
offensive writing, especially about us, more ones
ask to be put on our subscription list!
More and more ones are noticing the
absurdities as the Ekkers’ nastygrams grow ever
more outrageous and Dark and self
contradictory—and thus revealingly transparent.
We find that, with their launching of each new
vitriolic blarneygram, we end up with more and
more new requests to subscribe to The
SPECTRUM. (How do you think we’ve gotten
so many requests for this Premier Issue?!)
Perhaps we should volunteer to help them get
out their material.
Rick’s article mentions just two of many of
their libelous fabrications—but they’re typical
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zingers nonetheless. And get this one: having
been dubbed “astral Ed” and accused of
perpetrating just about every crime under the Sun
at one time or another in their recent months of
incoherent blatherings, I’m personally most
amused—and their dutiful followers probably
most confused—by a truly remarkable 5/16/99
writing (which was conveniently left out of their
most recent so-called newspaper) which attempts
to schmooze me back to that paper!
Again, we choose at this time not to pursue
these libelous matters through legal channels,
though the Settlement Agreement gives us the
clear and direct option to do so. We make this
choice because the Law of Return will most
surely and exquisitely manifest those conditions of
learning which will help these ones to appreciate
the value of honesty.
We leave it up to you most discerning
readers to separate the Light from the
Darkness—and I most certainly do mean with
a capital D! At this time, as the “weather”
grows “warmer”, we are content to make
lemonade and lemon pie with all the lemons
they keep tossing our way in desperation, and
watch from the sidelines as events continue to
unfold on this splendid game field and
learning environment called schoolroom
Earth.
As we did in those final three issues of
CONTACT, we again strongly suggest that all of
you continue to send prayers of Light to Doris
and E.J. Ekker and their followers. Whatever has
possessed them to act in such a Dark manner is
most effectively countered by an infusion of
God’s Light.
Rather than dwell further upon that Darkness
manifest, we are simply thankful for the recent
Legal Settlement which, among other things, lifted
the Temporary Restraining Order and allowed us
to get things going again, including finally being
permitted to fill your orders for WISDOM OF
THE RAYS: The Masters Teach, Vol.II. These
orders (and there ARE many so far) will be filled
as soon as possible within the next few weeks.
Though I would like now to get on with
discussing other matters, it should certainly be
mentioned here, before leaving this subject, that
the maze of legal confrontations thrown at us by
the Ekkers required significant financial help. We
are beyond simply being grateful to those of you
who came to our rescue to help out in that
regard. These kinds of attacks can be terrifying
enough to address, without the added emotional
burden of the astronomical costs. Eventually all
expenses will be paid, and we are deeply thankful
to those of you whose Lighted thoughtfulness—
expressed in the form of tangible, practical,
financial assistance in recent months—made the
difference between being able to “fight the Good
Fight” rather than simply keeling over in
paralyzing defeat.
And speaking of help—oh my, did angels of
all kinds ever swoop down from the heavens, in
many disguises, to save us! Let’s see now, how
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do I even begin to describe just some of our most
awesome help:
First of all, there were two very, very wellconnected (to Higher Source) legal professionals
who came to our aid—one near Toronto and one
in Las Vegas. The angel-lawyer (actually
barrister and solicitor) near Toronto is a
longtime admirer of the work of this journalistic
team who was deeply outraged by what injustice
had happened and wished to see this vehicle for
Truth not just surmount the current legal
obstructions, but flourish at a new level of
success; the lawyer in Las Vegas, a young,
thoughtful Mormon gentleman of impeccable
credentials and subtle humor, who was new to
our world and landed with both feet planted
firmly in our plight, came out with some of the
most astonishingly well-worded Higher-Truth
negotiations we have ever witnessed. This
person was our main legal counsel who handled
the lawsuit brought against us by the Ekkers.
We were truly blessed with the help of both of
these legal gurus.
Now, can I top the above? Well, I don’t
know if “top” is the right word, but how about
this: our next angel is an incredible Mayan
shaman (spiritual leader, healer) and
international lawyer of great accomplishment who
crossed our path, just when needed, at—get this—
a garage sale, of all places! This angel’s most
distinguished professional credentials and depth
of spiritual attainment will require an entire Rick
Martin feature article at some later time. For
now, let me simply suggest that this is not the
kind of help one finds in the Yellow Pages! This
kind of help finds YOU, when the call compels
the answer. This most gifted spiritual leader has
asked to share with you (and has been welcomed
to do so, elsewhere in this paper) a message and
photograph, both of which truly touch the heart
and soul of the spiritual seeker of Truth.
And while I’m on the subject of help, I wish to
publicly thank, most sincerely and on behalf of
the entire SPECTRUM staff, those whose
financial help has made it possible for the miracle
of this free Premier Issue of The SPECTRUM to
exist. Contrary to the Ekkers’ irresponsible
whiney whoppers, we took nothing of
CONTACT’s property or funds with us when we
were rudely and abruptly locked-out of our own
previous offices. Rather, we had to start from
nothing to build The SPECTRUM.
So, when you factor-in the need for our new
offices (after the lock-out) and all that goes along
with putting out a newspaper—the desks, file
cabinets, phones, computers, printers, scanners,
office space rent, and a thousand other details—
you don’t need an adding machine to start adding
up some pretty large numbers! Thoughtful ones
pitched-in with spare old furniture, some dabs of
paint and glue, a few garage-sale treasures, book
shelving from a military base auction, and a lot
of sweat to keep the costs of starting this
enterprise to a pauper’s minimum.
Yes, we feel quite blessed and humbled by so
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much help from so many directions. And now
that many of you out there in readerland know
we are indeed alive and well and publishing
again, we expect to be in better communication
with many more of you than we were permitted
under the shutdown conditions imposed by the
Ekkers’ legal attacks upon us.
For several reasons, including financial
limitations and a stretched-thin staff, The
SPECTRUM will be publishing only every other
week for awhile. And that won’t begin, after this
free Premier Issue goes out, until enough of you
send in your Subscription Request forms to make
the next press run practical.
So, the faster those forms come back to us,
the sooner will be the next issue of The
SPECTRUM. Moreover, if each of you managed
to recruit just one other person to subscribe, we
would quickly reach a critical mass of cash flow
to ensure financial viability. (And to answer the
question before you ask: yes, there will eventually
be an Internet web site for The SPECTRUM, but
appreciate how that offering will have to be
coordinated with the goal of a sufficiently large
subscription base to remain financially afloat.)
In other newspaper matters, we have
increased the type size of the print in The
SPECTRUM to make reading easier on the eyes.
As well, we have upgraded to a higher quality,
whiter paper which not only renders newsprint
more cleanly and clearly, but also is much less
prone to the rapid oxidation (yellowing) that
plagues the cheaper paper stock. And, of course,
we’ve introduced a splash of color—if the printer
can get it right—to add a bit of “high fidelity” to
the overall presentation. We hope these changes
make reading The SPECTRUM more enjoyable
for you.
It should also be emphasized here that, while
we have legally been granted full access to the
entire CONTACT mailing list as a result of the
recent Settlement Agreement, we still prefer to
simply work from the new list that has been
generated in response to YOUR choice to be a
part of this publishing endeavor. We have no
desire to go where we are not wanted or where
we are not welcomed. These choosings (yours
and ours) are all a part of the larger sorting
and “housecleaning” effort going on at this time
as directed from Upstairs and about which we
were alerted as the new year began.
On the subject of getting out important news,
you will note that Dr. Overholt’s The News Desk
and Specials contain some information that, while
dated about mid-March (the time of the lock-out)
or later in April, is still important to bring to
wider attention. As you can imagine, his
computers and reading desk are filled to
overflowing with more backlog of news to share
with you now that we have been “freed from
bondage”. He also looks forward to the
clippings and email (alo@tminet.com) that all
you eagle-eye news hounds out there send his
way for possible sharing.
Moreover, the REAL Front Page story for
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this issue of The SPECTRUM—if this weren’t the
Premier Issue of a new publication—would be
Rick Martin’s dynamite interview with Dr. Len
Horowitz, a relentless crusader for Truth who
holds our journalistic team in extremely high
regard. Rick’s follow-up interview, which will
appear in the next issue, is really mind-blowing,
as suggested by the tease at the end of the
interview in this paper.
Yes, there are many out there who are
working tirelessly to inform you of The Truth in
many different areas. These ones have been
slowly checking-in with us (as they can find us!)
and are delighted to learn we’re back in business.
They wish to share much information with you
that other news sources shy away from, and we
are proud to be a part of the “bucket brigade”
which brings you such singular Truth.
Meanwhile, we anticipate much more input is
to be shared from the Master Teachers of the
Higher Realms. There is to be an integration of
their messages with the ongoing, unfolding news
events of this major planetary transition.
Related to the above, the popularity of the
WISDOM OF THE RAYS volumes is likewise
growing. Teachers of great spiritual depth and
experience, like our newfound Mayan shaman
friend, call these volumes: “the most important
and advanced material on the planet at this
time; there’s nothing else like them.”

While there is already a translation of
Volume I into French for the Canadian and some
European peoples, there are presently both offers
and requests for translations into German (again,
for Europe), into Spanish (for everyone south of
the border and on into the great expanse of
South America), and even offers to translate into
Japanese and Chinese for those vast audiences,
hungry for spiritual Truth. All will unfold here,
in the book department, in good time as more
and more ones are waking up to their spiritual
heritage and desiring to become more active
participants as co-creators in this collective
experience we call life.
Many times, in the course of dealing with the
challenges of the recent stormy events, we asked
each other: “Are we having fun yet?!” Well, I
think it is finally safe to answer loudly in the
affirmative!
Thank you for your patience as we walked a
long, bumpy, and tiring road of confrontation
with the Adversary. Thank you for your prayers
of Light which most certainly buoyed up our
spirits and fed our souls when we felt like
quitting. Thank you for taking the time to write
such beautiful notes of encouragement; they made
us laugh and cry—and they passionately
confirmed our reading on the reality of a most
unpleasant situation. And most of all, thank you
for acting as a kind of extended family who
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showed, in so many different ways, how much
you cared for us and how committed you are to
this Mission of getting out The Truth.
Directly following this editorial is a most
uplifting message from the Ascended Master
known as El Morya. It was received (as were the
Soltec and Hatonn writings herein) by the one
responsible for most of the writings collected
together in the WISDOM OF THE RAYS
volumes. It would be most appropriate to read
that message first because El Morya, as the
Master of the First Ray of The Creation, is the
facilitator of new beginnings—which is what this
newspaper is all about. He addresses much
more eloquently than can I many of the factors
which have come together to achieve the birthing
of this new enterprise. The SPECTRUM is
nothing less than the collective result of each of
our personal choices in discernment of Truth, the
Power of many coming together in like mind.
Now that we have made, each of us, our own
personal choices which bring us together in
concert of purpose, let us all now move forward
with great expectations into the next phase of a
most unique journey for all experiencing on
planet Earth at this time of the Great Planetary
Transformation.
On behalf of the entire SPECTRUM team,
welcome aboard!
— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

El Morya: Recognizing Value
In ALL Of Life’s Challenges
5/29/99

EL MORYA

Good afternoon, my scribe. I am El Morya,
representative of the First Ray of The Creation.
I am often referred to as The Statesman. I
come in the Light of the One Light of Creator
Source. I am born of this One Light, as are
each of the souled beings upon your orb and
throughout the Omniverse of universes of
Creator’s Thinking and Desire.
I come at this time of newness to help
“usher in” The SPECTRUM newspaper. This
paper is born somewhat in controversy and,
for some, confusion. Some ones of you do
not know who to trust or who is right, and
therefore are looking for clues so as to help
you to discern for yourselves what is the
proper course to take. Others of you have

paid very close attention over the years and
have noticed the divergence from issues of
true importance and true value; for you ones,
the choice is clear.
The SPECTRUM is intended to be a standalone information source about which ones do
not have to know ten years of someone’s
“dirty laundry” in order to make heads or tails
of what they are reading. This first issue has
to deal with some “dirty laundry” out of
courtesy to the many of you who petition to
know what has been happening, and also to
help you ones see why these ones have
separated themselves from ones who have lost
sight of the true picture and purpose of the
overall mission.
With this new publication will
naturally come concerns such as, “Who is

doing the receiving (channeling)?” and such.
I tell you here and now that it is far better to
discern each and every item you read
(channeled or otherwise) as if it were written
by the master trickster himself. You each will
be given to know what is the proper path for
you to take. Our goal is to have each and
every one of you consciously connected to the
Higher Guidance within. This means that you
ones will need to make a personal decision
and effort to reach out and continually strive
to make and strengthen your inner personal
connection to Source.
We of the Hosts of God will neither
badger nor coerce you ones, ever. You are
each given free will to choose as you will.
With this new publication will come new
faces and new teachers. Like attracts like,
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and the high-frequency energies will naturally
gravitate towards one another, and thus grow
in Radiance. Ones who have not been diligent
in their preparation will step aside as the
perceived “load” of walking the Lightbearer’s
Path becomes overwhelming. This is as it
should be, and there is no need to concern for
ones who choose to step aside. Each will find
their proper placement for optimal growth;
these are conditions tailored for the
individual, by the individual.
The foundation upon which you build
Greatness must be carefully laid and
engineered so as to handle the unforeseen,
incidental, and evolving uses for a given
structure. This holds true for the foundation
of the soul as well. Your fundamental
understanding of the purpose of the physical
environment, and the general reason you are
each there, is quite necessary in order to
build-up to the next level of understanding. If
you are not well-“rooted” in the fundamentals,
you will find that, as you build-up to higher
levels, your “reality” will begin to sway back
and forth (waver) like an unstable high-rise
building. This will always lead ones to a
point where they will have to go back and
shore-up their foundation. Those who are
unwilling to accept that they were less than
perfect in laying the fundamental foundation
will go through the experience of watching
everything that they efforted to build crumble
and fall. At this point there will be nothing
left to do—but to “fix” the foundation and
begin again new.
This is what we are doing with this
publication. We, both the physically based
ones and the non-physically based ones, are
correcting the errors of the foundation so that
the original intent of the predecessor can be
recognized. The foundation is built upon the
fundamental understanding that you are each
there to learn and grow. As this publication’s
Masthead reads: “Achieve the WISDOM of
KNOWLEDGE of TRUTH, as this will enable
you to wisely follow the Laws of The
Creation.” This is a key and fundamental part
of the foundation that each of you should
always strive to build and fortify.
You are each there to grow and become
more than you were prior. In doing so, you
contribute to the overall growth and
understanding
of
ALL
beings,
EVERYWHERE.
You each need the
challenges with which you are now faced in
order to fulfill this fundamental desire of your
soul.
You are each immortal from the
nonphysical viewpoint of your soul. The
holographic nature of the physical
environment is an illusion created so that you
ones can experience the concept of uniqueness
and individuality more closely and
deliberately. The idea of being somehow
separate from The Whole is but an illusion.
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However, this illusion serves great purpose in
allowing each to explore, in great detail, the
concept of being separated. In doing so, ones
will eventually find and understand the
wisdom in remaining connected and working
as a collective whole wherein everyone
benefits from the experience and growth of
each other.
The more stubborn ones who resist this
idea of unity and oneness are often the ones
you refer to as being “evil”. Lucifer has a
strong desire to be separate and an individual
who functions in accordance with his own set
of “laws”. Therefore this one resists the very
fundamental nature of his being. In doing so,
he will create conditions that will lure ones
away from their natural path in an attempt to
be somehow “right” or justified in his actions.
His path is a most challenging one, but he,
too, after much controversy, divergence, and
destruction of that which he is efforting to
build, will, eventually, find the wisdom in
following the path that leads to true
fulfillment—oneness with Creator Source.
When this event comes to pass, all of the
Heavens will rejoice and welcome their
brother back home.
But, just as you are given free-will choice,
so too is Lucifer, and we all honor his freewill choice, regardless of the fact that we
would not choose his path for ourselves. We
also can appreciate the value that lies in his
willingness to walk such a harsh and lonely
path because the contrasts brought about
through his “testing” experiences are
somewhat responsible for giving you ones
your challenges and lessons. In effect, he is
fulfilling his purpose by walking the path he
is now on.
This dissertation is an example to
illustrate how you can learn to appreciate and
have compassion for even those who come
against you. No one is lesser than another.
Hold not anger in your heart. But more
importantly, learn and understand the wisdom
BEHIND the words, and appreciate why it is
unwise to hold anger in your heart. With true
understanding there will naturally come the
forgiveness and compassion and love for all
beings, everywhere. Mouthing empty praise,
in an attempt to look en-Light-ened, will only
serve to accelerate the building pressure
within and hasten the self-destruct cycle.
God does not look at any of His creations
and say, “Whoops! I made a mistake.” No,
He does not make mistakes. You each are
born of PERFECTION, LOVE, and with
UNIQUE PURPOSE. You each are fulfilling
your purpose in perfection, whether you see it
or not. Even a perceived mistake puts events
into motion that would have never come to
pass if it weren’t for the “mistake”. The
means by which growth experiences are
generated are just as much a part of the
perfection of God’s plans as is the final
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outcome—“Graduation”.
By the time you reach the point of
“Graduation”, you will each have become a
master craftsman who has perfected your
foundation and built-up magnificent tributes
that uniquely reflect the Beauty, Love, and
Perfection of Creator Source. And then you
will begin again anew, at a higher level of
responsibility, perfectly prepared to face the
challenges and growth opportunities available.
These cycles of growth potential are truly
limitless and without end.
We of the Hosts of Creator God rejoice at
the progress that you ones are making. There
is great love for you all and it is being
continually sent forth directly to you each.
May you each learn to tap into this Infinite
Source of pure positive energy and allow it to
be amplified as it flows through you. The key
to using energy is just that: USE IT! Never
try to hold it or hoard it, but rather, send it
forth and allow it to flow unrestricted and
uninhibited. There will ALWAYS be more!
If you smile at a stranger, is not the most
typical response a returned smile? Do you see
how the kind gesture of appreciation is
amplified? It is this simple to prove to
yourself the concept of which we speak.
There will always be an amplification of the
energy when you use it.
When you stop the flow, you will find that
life becomes inwardly “stressful”. Why?
Because, you are holding back and
resisting the natural tendency to creatively
and uniquely express yourself, and thus fulfill
Creator’s purpose for creating you.
Learn to wisely recognize the gifts you are
given; use them in a manner that causes your
heart (and the hearts of others) to resonate
with the Love and Light (Life Force) of
Creator. Learn to find the POSITIVE VALUE
in every experience that you have, and seek to
always understand why it is you are having
such experiences. Appreciate those who have
come forth to participate with you, even if
they play the role of your opponent, for you
each are there in a perfect balance and
mixture to ensure that the fundamental desires
of Creator—to expand and grow—are realized.
It is with great appreciation for you each
that I share with you these words. Please go
within and seek to understand not just these
words but, perhaps more importantly, WHY
these words are being offered at this time
through this NEWS source. The Voice of God
will never be silenced, and there will always
be ones (maybe you) who are called upon to
take pen in hand and write for Him.
I, El Morya, place my name and blessings
upon these words—not as being absolute, but
as being accurate in terms of fulfilling my
desire for conceptual content. I come in
Service and in the Light of Creator Source—
the One who created you and me.
Blessings and Peace. Salu.
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Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
The expansive yet compassionate nature of the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE RAYS: The Masters Teach
not only challenges those already firmly committed upon the spiritual path, but also provides a serious first step to
help ones who are just awakening to (and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual Transformation now sensed by
many to be in progress upon this planet.

Volume I & Volume II
This large collection (500
pages) is the long-awaited
second volume of popular
spiritual writings.
This
volume includes 59 chapters
plus 2 appendices, dedication,
publishers foreword, and a 10page preface by Dr. Edwin M.
Young.

This large collection (over
400 pages + 4 color photos)
of
popular
spiritual
writings includes a detailed
introduction to the 14 Higher
Authors,
plus
several
commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
FROM

THE

BACK

COVERS

“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of Creation
are attempting to communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old ways of doing
things aren’t working. Our planet is entering a time of
massive, turbulent change and renewal. To put it bluntly: we
NEED help! And that’s where this book comes into the
picture. Yes, eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes’ after this Great Cleansing process, but the ride could
be quite a bumpy one, especially for those ill-prepared for
what is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such change is T H E
question each of us must confront. Yet confusion swirls
everywhere upon Earth at this time. And restless searchers
cry out for that which may help them cope with these truly
challenging times ahead. Thus these messages courtesy of
our most loving Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same spiritual path
we all must eventually walk.”

Let us begin with WHO you are. You, the non-physical
YOU, are an infinite thought projection of the One who
created you (God!). You are the product of His desire.
You are, in effect, Desire manifest in uniqueness of
purpose. — Esu “Jesus” Sananda
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Be at peace, you who acknowledge and take within
these messages of Higher Guidance, for you are being
given that which you will need, in the way of
instruction, to meet and surmount these challenges
ahead. — Aton
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